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+ + + + +3
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+ + + + +7

OPEN SESSION8

+ + + + +9

WEDNESDAY10

FEBRUARY 3, 202111

+ + + + +12

The Advisory Committee met via Video13
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P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S1

9:30 a.m.2

CHAIR SUNSERI: Well, good morning,3

everyone. This is the first ACRS full committee4

meeting of the new calendar year.  Hope everyone is5

off to a good start with their new year and staying6

safe.7

As the pandemic continues to impede our8

ability to meet face-to-face, we are conducting this9

meeting virtually.10

The meeting will now come to order.  This11

is the first day of the 682nd Meeting of the Advisory12

Committee on Reactor Safeguards.13

I am Matthew Sunseri, Chair of the ACRS. 14

I'll now call the roll to verify a quorum and to15

confirm clear communications exist.16

Ron Ballinger?  Ron? 17

Dennis Bley?18

MEMBER BLEY:  Here.19

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Charles Brown?20

MEMBER BROWN:  Here.  Here.21

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Here, thank you.  Vesna22

Dimitrijevic?23

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Here.24

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Thank you.  Walt Kirchner?25
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MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Here.1

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Jose March-Leuba?2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Here.3

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Dave Petti?4

MEMBER PETTI:  Here.5

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Joy Rempe?6

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Here.7

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Pete Riccardella?8

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  I'm here.9

CHAIR SUNSERI:  And let me see.  Ron10

Ballinger, have you been able to be on?11

MS. LUI:  Matt, I don't see Ron on the12

list.  He might have gone to the other room.13

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Yeah, I don't see him14

either.  All right.  Well, if someone can check on15

that and redirect him, I'd appreciate it.  We have a16

quorum though, so we'll continue.17

The ACRS was established by the Atomic18

Energy Act and is governed by the Federal Advisory19

Committee Act.20

The ACRS section of the U.S. NRC public21

website provides information about the history of the22

ACRS and provides documents such as our charter,23

bylaws, Federal Register notices for meetings, letter24

reports, and transcripts of all full and subcommittee25
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meetings, including all slides presented at the1

meetings.2

The Committee provides its advice on3

safety matters to the Commission through its publicly4

available letter reports.5

The Federal Register notice announcing6

this meeting was published on December 23rd, 2020 and7

provided an agenda and instructions for interested8

parties to provide written documents or request9

opportunities to address the Committee.  The10

Designated Federal Officer for this meeting is Mr.11

Quynh Nguyen.12

We have a very busy agenda for this week. 13

There are four letter reports, two information14

briefings, and our planning and procedure session.15

Within the agenda, there are nine hours16

between now and the end of the week on Friday for17

report preparation.  That's roughly two hours per18

letter report.  Therefore I ask that the Members keep19

this in mind as we work through the agenda, stay20

focused and use our time effectively.21

During today's meeting the Committee will22

consider the following.  Interactions with the Navy,23

a presentation and letter report on draft final DG-24

1363, setpoints for safety-related instrumentation,25
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the presentation and letter report on GEH Topical1

Report BWRX 300 containment performance.2

The interaction with the Navy is closed in3

its entirety, while portions of the GEH Topical Report4

may be closed to the public, should we have the need5

to engage on matters of proprietary nature.6

The phone bridge line has been opened to7

allow members of the public to listen in on the8

presentations and Committee discussions.  We have9

received no written comments or requests to make oral10

statements from members of the public regarding11

today's session.12

There will be an opportunity for public13

comment, and we have set aside time in the agenda for14

comments from members of the public attending or15

listening to our meeting.  Your comments may also be16

forwarded to Mr. Quynh Nguyen, the Designated Federal17

Official -- Officer, Designated Federal Officer.18

A transcript of the open portions of the19

meeting is being kept, and it is requested that the20

speakers identify themselves and speak with sufficient21

clarity and volume so they can be readily heard. 22

Additionally, participants should mute themselves when23

not speaking.24

In just a moment we will leave this25
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session and go into a separate closed session for Navy1

interaction.  But before I do that, I ask if there are2

any comments or questions from the Members before we3

move forward.  Members, any comments or questions?4

MEMBER PETTI:  Matt, you said four5

letters, but you only mentioned two.6

CHAIR SUNSERI:  That's the two for today. 7

So there's two more --8

MEMBER PETTI:  Oh, okay.  For later in the9

week.10

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Later in the week, yeah.11

MEMBER PETTI:  Okay.  Thanks.  Okay.12

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Yes.  Any other questions?13

MS. LUI:  Dr. Ballinger has joined the14

meeting.15

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Oh, okay, thanks.  Ron,16

welcome.  We're just going through the introductions17

still.18

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Yeah, I was on the Navy19

side.20

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Yeah, that can be21

confusing.  Okay, so, no other member comments or22

questions from the Members.23

For those listening in, I expect that we24

will return to the open session for the DG-136325
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presentation at approximately 11 o'clock Eastern Time. 1

That's in accordance with our agenda.2

And before we close -- we transfer out of3

this and go into the closed session, I would just ask4

Thomas to open the public line and see if anybody has5

any comments they want to make before we close this6

session and go into the Navy interaction.  So, Thomas?7

THE OPERATOR:  The public line is open for8

comments.9

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  Any members of the10

public listening in on this brief introduction, if you11

have any comments you would like to make at this part12

before close, and we will be returning at 11:00?  13

Okay, we can close that line, Thomas.14

At this point, Members and invited15

presenters at the next session, we will close this,16

and you should have a separate link to go into your17

closed session for the Navy interaction.  So we will18

regain -- reconvene.  I give you about five minutes to19

transition over.20

So we're going to close this session and21

then go pick up in the Navy now.  Thank you.22

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went23

off the record at 9:36 a.m. and resumed at 11:20 a.m.)24

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay, 11:20, I am going to25
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reconvene the ACRS 682nd meeting.  We'll start with a1

roll call.  Ron Ballinger?2

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Here.3

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Dennis Bley?4

Charles Brown?5

MEMBER BROWN:  I'm here.  I'm here.6

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  Vesna Dimitrijevic?7

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  I'm here.8

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Walt Kirchner?9

Jose March-Leuba?10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes.11

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Dave Petti?12

MEMBER PETTI:  Yes.13

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Joy Rempe?14

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Here.15

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Pete Riccardella?16

Dennis Bley?17

Walt Kirchner?18

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Here.19

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Pete Riccardella?20

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  I'm here.21

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  Dennis Bley?22

Okay, Dennis isn't on, but we do have a23

quorum.24

So at this point we will continue in the25
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agenda with the presentation and letter report1

preparation for Draft Final DG-1363, setpoints for2

safety-related instrumentation.3

I know we're a little behind the schedule. 4

I want to give everybody a chance to make sure they5

get their points and have their time to thoroughly6

discuss the topic at hand, but I would ask you to be7

mindful that we have had a Subcommittee and we have8

had these materials in advance, and so you don't have9

to go over every detail, just the high points.10

So I will turn it over to Charlie Brown,11

Subcommittee Chairman, for remarks.12

MEMBER BROWN:  Dinesh, Dave, and Paul, are13

you all there?14

MR. RAHN:  This is Dave.  I'm here.15

MR. REBSTOCK:  Paul's here.16

MR. TANEJA:  Good morning.  This is17

Dinesh.  I'm here.18

MEMBER BROWN:  Who's going to be doing the19

presenting?20

MR. RAHN:  I'll be --21

MEMBER BROWN:  I mean the slides.  Who's22

putting the slides up?23

MR. RAHN:  This is Dave.  I'm doing the24

slides.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  Oh, okay.  And you're also1

talking, right?2

MR. RAHN:  And also talking.3

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  Dual -- you can do4

two things at one time.5

MR. RAHN:  Yeah, right.  Right.6

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  Dinesh, do you have7

any opening comments?  I understand you're8

substituting.9

MR. TANEJA:  Yes, I am substituting for10

our branch chief.11

Good morning, Chairman and Members of the12

ACRS.  My name is Dinesh Taneja, today acting for13

Jeanne Johnston, Chief of Long-term Operations and14

Modernization Branch in the NRR Division of15

Engineering and External Hazards.16

Thank you for allowing us to present the17

proposed revision to Reg Guide 1.105, setpoints for18

safety-related instrumentation.19

Today the staff will present a brief20

history of the technical issues related to the21

setpoints and explain how these issues have been22

addressed in this revision of the Reg Guide.23

In early October the draft Reg Guide was24

presented to the ACRS Subcommittee on Instrumentation25
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and Controls.  Today's presentation addresses the1

feedback that we received from the ACRS Subcommittee.2

The current revision of the Reg Guide3

Revision 3 endorses the 1994 version of the ISA 67.044

standard.  The proposed Reg Guide revision endorses5

2018 version of ISA standard.6

In 2014 NRC issued Draft Guide 1141 for7

public comments, which endorsed the 2006 version of8

the ISA standard with multiple exceptions and9

clarifications.10

That eventually resulted in an ISA11

decision to revise their standard that would address12

NRC's exceptions and clarifications in DG-1141.  The13

staff elected to participate with the ISA Nuclear14

Standards Committee in development of the subsequent15

revision.16

That effort led to the 2018 version of the17

standard, which the staff is proposing to endorse with18

no exceptions or clarification.19

Today you will also hear from a member of20

the NRC staff, Mr. Paul Rebstock, who will be21

presenting a differing view on the proposed Reg Guide22

revision.  Concerns raised by Mr. Rebstock have been23

addressed under the NRC's nonconcurrence process.24

The documentation of Paul's concerns and25
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their resolutions are publicly available and have been1

provided to the Members as a background information.2

Today's presenter, Mr. David Rahn, is a3

senior electronics engineer in our branch.  Dave is an4

ISA fellow, resistor professional engineer, and he5

also participated in development of the 2018 revision6

to ISA standard.7

He has been with the NRC since 2007 and8

has 30 years of prior experience in nuclear industry. 9

He is also the NRC's voting member on the ISA Nuclear10

Standards Committee, as well as the ISA Nuclear11

Standards Subcommittee on safety-related instrument12

setpoints.13

With that, I'm going to turn it back to14

you, Member Brown.15

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  Dave, since we are16

starting a little bit late, we have till 1:30 to17

finish.  And hopefully a little bit earlier if we can18

-- if we are efficient.19

Most of the Members did participate, or a20

large number of the Members did participate.  So I'll21

leave it to your judgment where you can kind of pop22

through some of the slides and hit the key points.  Is23

that satisfactory, Dave?24

MR. RAHN:  That sounds great, Member25
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Brown.  And I intend to do that very thing.  Thank1

you.2

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  All right, sir, you3

can go ahead and get -- oh, Paul, we will get to you4

at the end.  We will not get lost.  Okay?5

All right, Dave, go ahead.6

MR. RAHN:  Okay, thank you.  And so, yes,7

thanks, Dinesh, for pitch-hitting for Jeanne.  Good8

morning, Mr. Chairman and distinguished ACRS Members.9

I'll be the main presenter for today.  I10

am one of the team.  The team was established to help11

develop Revision 4 of Reg Guide 1.105.12

My fellow team members included -- Dinesh,13

who you just heard from, also Mr. Joe Ashcraft, Mr.14

Paul Rebstock, Mr. Van Matthews (phonetic).  And our15

Reg Guide process manager, Mr. Mike Eudy.16

But I also want to give a special thank17

you to Mr. Howard Benowitz of our Office of General18

Counsel, who helped us with the processing of the Reg19

Guide to get us a -- no legal objection.20

We understand that today's presentation21

stands between me and lunch, so we plan to be real22

efficient with our time here.23

I also want to make sure that you're aware24

that a number, a fairly large number of industry,25
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participants worked to -- first to respond to our DG-1

1141 document back in 2014.  And a very large number2

of them wanted to help prepare this newest version of3

ANSI 67.04, the 2018 version that we're endorsing4

today that picked up a lot of our concerns that we5

addressed when we resolved the comments on DG-1141.6

So, with that, I'm going to move on, and7

we'll get started.  My agenda is really only four8

items.  To talk about what's the purpose of the Reg9

Guide and what's its regulatory basis.10

And then I'm going to quickly go through11

the four key differences that are really showing up in12

terms of technical, conceptual methods and acceptance13

criteria that have changed between Revision 3 and14

Revision 4 of Reg Guide 1.105.15

I'll summarize a little bit of the work16

that the ISA Committee did to revise the ANSI/ISA17

67.04 standard, and summarize what the goals of use18

and standard, standards of the document.  So we'll19

begin with the purpose and regulatory basis.20

As needed though during the presentation,21

we could be responding to, if you have any technical22

questions, I'm going to try to treat those quickly,23

but if you want to go into some more details I have24

some more tutorial information available that I could25
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present if needed.1

I tried to keep all the main conceptual2

slides, conceptual setpoint material, within this3

particular set of presentation materials.  So we may4

not need that other stuff.5

So let's begin.  So what's the main goal? 6

Reg Guide 1.105 is essentially written to help7

licensees and applicants establish appropriate8

setpoints for instrumentation, which implements9

limiting safety system settings.  And that's a term10

that's described in the tech specs.11

And also for ensuring that instrument12

channels are properly maintained so that they are13

continually meeting tech spec requirements.14

And as a basis, as I mentioned in the tech15

specs, so the need for Reg Guide 1.105 comes out of16

50.36(c)(1) and (c)(2).  Specifically (c)(1) says you17

need to have safety limits, limited safety system18

settings, and limited control settings.19

And it also says that we're trying to20

establish safety limits which have -- that are used21

for protecting the physical boundaries that protect22

against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity.23

It also says that the settings that you24

use must be chosen so that automatic protective25
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actions will correct an abnormal situation before a1

safety limit is exceeded.  In practice though, we2

don't go by safety limit being exceeded, but what we3

do instead is we've established some more conservative4

analytical limits which when modeled properly will5

demonstrate that the safety limit will always be6

protected.7

And also we don't try to exceed this8

analytical limit, we try to do it so that the9

automatic protective action corrects the abnormal10

situation before the analytical limit is actually11

reached.12

There's also a key term, which is in this13

wording which says during operation, if it's14

determined that automatic safety systems do not15

function as required, the licensee shall take16

appropriate action, which may include shutting down17

the reactor.  We're going to discuss the words18

function as required, what does that mean, in a future19

slide.20

Also, surveillance requirements are21

specified in the tech specs.  And it says that we need22

to establish limiting conditions for operation.  And23

those limiting conditions for operation have to be24

shown that we're doing the surveillance, that we're25
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continuing to meet those.1

In the case of instrument subparts for2

limiting safety system settings that are in the tech3

specs, typically those limited conditions for4

operations are specified in tables within Section 3 of5

the tech specs.6

And those tables typically have a -- a7

point that we call a limiting setpoint and/or some8

tech specs that are allowable value (phonetic).  And9

we're going to talk a little bit about what those10

terms mean.11

The other thing is that GDC 13 of 10 CFR12

50 says that we need to have appropriate controls to13

-- and that's not only the normal reactivity control14

systems or the normal core cooling operations that15

take place, but also any prescribed safety equipment16

that is there to prevent an adverse condition for of17

the under reactor.18

Also, GDC 20 specifically talks about19

protection systems.  And they need to be designed such20

that they'll automatically initiate appropriate plant21

systems to assure that fewer design limits are not22

exceeded.  As well as to sense the onset of accident23

conditions and automatically initiate the operation of24

structures, systems, and components designated for25
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that purpose.1

IEEE 279-1971, which is incorporated by2

reference into 10 CFR 50.55a(h) says that reactor3

protection systems have to document the design basis4

for any margins between normal operating limits and5

the onset of unsafe conditions.6

It also says that the level or desired7

setpoints that require protective actions need to be8

specified.  And also needs to document the range of9

conditions that are expected to occur under which the10

protective equipment is required to operate.11

And also it gives minimum performance12

requirements for reactor protection system sensors and13

logic, such as accuracies and response times and14

ranges of measurement.15

IEEE 603, also incorporated by reference16

into 50.55a(h), has clauses that apply the requirement17

for analysis of anticipated performance of protective18

journals (phonetic) to account for uncertainties in19

the instrument general performance, have to use a20

documented methodology.21

So we spent a good deal of time with the22

Subcommittee back in October reviewing the terms that23

were shown on this slide and also on the following24

slides, which shows the relationship among the key25
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parameters that we use when we talk about safety-1

related instrument channel setpoints.2

We're not going to spend as much time as3

we did last October on this slide, but I do want to4

highlight some of the most important information5

regarding these parameters.  If you have any specific6

questions regarding these terms or their7

relationships, please feel free to stop me and I'll do8

my best to quickly explain.9

Most of the black print on this screen is10

the printing that appears in the figure that is now11

published in Standard 67.04.01 2018.  And that figure12

is now consistent with the staff's interpretation of13

these terms and values.14

The red printing on the left-hand margin15

is -- it demonstrates what is within the scope of16

safety analysis versus what's in the scope of Reg17

Guide 1.105, addressing how we protect the safety18

limits and the analytical limit.19

So just so you understand that Reg Guide20

1.105 does not address the modeling uncertainties and21

any of the other analyses that are performed like22

under Appendix K or any other ECCS system analysis. 23

It's strictly what -- it addresses what needs to be24

initiated and by when in order to ensure that the25
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safety limit is not exceeded.1

So the safety limit is the value that --2

it's a limit posted on important process labels that's3

necessary to protect the integrity of physical4

barriers which guard against the uncontrolled release5

of radioactivity.6

The space between the analytical limit and7

the safety limit is an allowance for the performance8

of reactor safety controls and engineered safety9

systems to initiate or perform their protective10

actions.  And that includes the modeling uncertainties11

associated with the design basis safety analysis.12

Then the analytical limit is what we are13

using as our starting point when we establish14

setpoints.  It's the -- one of the key results of the15

design basis safety analysis.16

And it indicates the value of a process17

parameter at which the design basis safety system is18

required to initiate a protective action.  So that19

once initiated, the protective function will prevent20

the safety limit from being exceeded.21

The analytical limit is the limit of the22

process variable at which a protective action is23

initiated, as established by the safety action.24

Any automatic protective action that25
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occurs on reaching the analytical limit ensures that1

the safety limit will not be exceeded.2

The space between the analytical limit and3

the limiting trip setpoint, shown here, is the space4

that we use to place the performance of the instrument5

channel.6

The term limiting safety system setpoint7

is generic terminology for the calculated trip8

setting, or the setpoint value, that is actually9

established by means of a specific setpoint10

methodology and that's a document that we typically11

use to establish and maintain the tech spec values for12

a limiting trip setpoint.13

The limiting trip setpoint indicates that14

no additional margin has been added between the15

analytical limit and the calculated trip setting.  It16

accounts for all the uncertainties in the instrument17

channel, such as calibration uncertainties or18

performance uncertainties due to accident conditions19

or abnormal operating conditions.20

And it also reports things like21

repeatability, you know -- normative (phonetic)22

instrument channel performance, linearity, drift,23

hysteresis.  Those types of things.24

So the LTSP, if you established that and25
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account for all the uncertainties of the instrument1

channel, it will ensure that safety limits are not2

exceeded.  So it meets the definition of a limiting3

safety system setting in the tech specs.4

This next term, called nominal setpoint,5

is a suggested terminology we use for the actual6

setpoint that's implemented within the plant7

surveillance procedures where margin has been added8

between this limiting and nominal value.9

And the -- so that you can have like a10

little fudge factor, space for the performance of the11

instrument channel to wander within expected ranges. 12

And to monitor that, during calibrations, we've13

established a, the as left value, which is this Term14

E shown on the slide.15

And also a limit for what's considered16

normal operating performance, which is this Term F17

shown on this slide.18

That normal operating performance includes19

things like, you might find during a calibration, due20

to the effects of normal ambient conditions, as well21

as account for uncertainties due to measurement and22

test equipment or other calibration uncertainties that23

have been produced.24

These two values, called C, shown outside25
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the limits called F.  These are ranges within which1

you have to find that the instrument channel has gone2

beyond where it's expected to be.  So this Value F3

establishes what we call an as found tolerance4

acceptance limit.5

Okay.  So I also wanted to make mention6

that typically the left-hand side of the screen, this7

bracketed position, shown as A, is something that, how8

the channel behaves when it's drived (phonetic) into9

service.  It's connected to the process.  And is10

actually -- it's being -- experiencing process11

variations and ambient variations.12

Whereas over on the right-hand side of the13

screen, this is something which is experienced during14

calibration conditions.  So when you drive a15

instrument channel into service, it takes on some of16

the uncertainties that you have to allow for it in the17

establishment of the setpoint.18

For example, on a differential pressure19

device, once you take it from ambient conditions for20

testing and drive it into service at 1,000 pounds or21

2,000 pounds, it experiences like a shift, a static22

pressure effect shift.  And that's a variable we have23

to account for in the total channel uncertainty.24

So that total is not present.  It's not25
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visible when you do the calibration.  So what we do is1

we estimate what it will be, and then we account for2

it in the total channel uncertainty.3

Now, to talk a little bit about what's the4

difference between Revision 3 and Revision 4 of Reg5

Guide 1.1.105.  So as the blue terminology states at6

the bottom, this model here is what we had been using7

pre-2006 for tech specs.8

And our tech specs were established based9

on standardized tech specs that were initially10

released in 1974.  And they introduced the concept of11

an allowable value, which is a -- it's a value which12

is like a single value defined to be a reportable13

event if it exceeds that value.  And it's subject to14

reporting under the licensee event reporting process. 15

And that is the early days in the '70s.16

So the change, the amount of change in17

setpoint due to drift that could be experienced18

between successive tech spec surveillances had been19

one of the main topics of interest of licensee event20

reports after the first Rev 0 version of Reg Guide21

1.105 that was published in 1975.22

So, originally it was conceived that there23

was an allowance for bistable nodule rack (phonetic)24

shifting at that time.  However, in 1976 Rev 1 of Reg25
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Guide 1.105 defined a clarified staff position that1

setpoints need to be established with sufficient2

margin between the tech spec limits for the process3

variable and the nominal trip setpoints, which is what4

you calibrate in, to allow for the inaccuracy of the5

instrument, uncertainties in the calibration, and the6

instrument drift that could occur between successive7

surveillances.8

So then in 1983 the staff issued a9

revision to 50.36, which did not require reporting a10

licensee event report because there -- got a number of11

-- these things.12

So in the case of this in the channel13

inoperability, unless it was due to a complete loss of14

function.  So that eased the burden on reviewing15

licensee event reports.16

But to assure that the tech specs are17

enforced during current operation, the term allowable18

value was clarified.  It's to be a value which is more19

conservative than the analytical limit to account for20

instrument measurement errors that are consistent with21

the plant setpoint methodology.22

And if during testing the actual23

instrument setting was less conservative than the24

allowable value, then the channel had to be declared25
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inoperable and actions needed to be taken consistent1

with the tech specs to assure that they're restored to2

operability.3

Also in the tech specs the term limiting4

trip setpoint, which is a rather more conservative5

than the allowable value and is established to be the6

most limiting or the least conservative setting for a7

particular channel setpoint considering all credible8

areas associated with the instrument channel.9

So that limiting trip setpoint was10

determined to be the least conservative value to which11

the channel must be reset at the end -- at the12

conclusion of a periodic surveillance test to ensure13

that the analytical limit won't be exceeded during an14

AOO or a transient.15

The term nominal trip setpoint is the16

limiting value with margin added.  And that nominal17

trip setpoint could actually be equal to or more18

conservative than a limiting trip setpoint.19

Some licensees have methodologies that20

would set it very, very close to the limiting trip21

setpoint, but -- that most licensees have had a need22

for establishing some margin between there.23

Okay, we're getting some background noise,24

could I ask people who are not speaking to mute their25
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phones please.1

Okay.  The next thing I want to bring up2

was what happened in the 2006 to -- I'm sorry, 2002 to3

2006 time frame.4

The industry and the staff had many5

discussions regarding how allowable values were6

determined.  And so the staff, in particular,7

expressed a concern that allowable value is calculated8

by some methods that were discussed in the -- an ISA9

document called the Part 2, ISA 67.04 Part 210

methodologies for the determination of setpoints,11

could be non-conservative depending on the evaluation12

of instrument performance history, and as left13

requirements of the calibration procedures, which14

could have an adverse effect on equipment operability.15

So this term allowable value and how it's16

determined underwrite a considerable amount of debate17

in the period between 2002 and 2006.18

So at that time to resolve that, the staff19

issued 2006-17 as a RIS, regulatory information --20

excuse me, it's a clarification, regulatory21

information summary, that stated that the licensee22

should have a methodology for accounting for all23

instrument channel uncertainties in establishing the24

margin between the analytical limit and the setpoint,25
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and should also apply an acceptance criterion on the1

95/95 tolerance interval to account for such2

uncertainties.3

I'm going to talk a little bit about what4

that 95/95 tolerance interval means on another slide5

coming up.6

The licensee should also have the7

methodology for establishing as found acceptance8

criteria limits that are based about the nominal trip9

setpoint.  The as found criteria is used for10

monitoring channel performance during surveillances.11

Channels exhibiting deviation in excess of12

what has been pre-evaluated and considered to13

represent normal operation will be identified as14

acceptable performance.  I'm sorry, the words are15

unacceptable performance.  If it exceeds these as16

found limits, it would be considered unacceptable.17

Such performance then is evaluated by the18

licensee for possible indication that the channel is19

not functioning as required.  Functioning as required,20

as we said before, means it's not performing the way21

as it has been assigned and functioned to do, as it22

has been defined to be an SSC, a structure, system, or23

component, as defined in the safety analysis.24

And therefore, as left tolerance limits25
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are established allowances that are provided to1

facilitate adjustment of the device setting.2

Now, over here on the left-hand side we3

have what we call the as left tolerance.  And that's4

like the value at which you say after I calibrate it,5

I'm leaving it within that little band around the6

nominal setpoint.7

And once I have established that setting8

within that little band we call the as left tolerance,9

some people call it a leave-alone zone, but we call it10

as left tolerance value.11

It should only be allowed to deviate up to12

the as found upper and lower limits.  It could go13

either direction, not just unidirectional towards the14

nominal value, but either direction.15

If it goes beyond these as found limits,16

then there is something wrong with the channel, and it17

could then potentially go, continue to go on and18

exceed the allowable value, which is then becoming a19

textbook operability issue at that point.20

So if it exceeds the as found upper and21

lower limits during the calibration, licensees are22

required to perform an engineering evaluation to see23

whether that was something that's a one-time thing or24

is it a trend that's happening, which is always going25
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beyond this limit, or maybe they miss -- maybe they1

need to revisit how they established what that limit2

is.3

So essentially once you go beyond the as4

found upper limit, you need to perform some type of5

evaluation to ensure that it's not inoperable and it's6

not going beyond the textbook or nominal value.7

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, Dave.8

MR. RAHN:  Yes.9

MEMBER BROWN:  Can you go back?10

MR. RAHN:  Yes, I will.11

MEMBER BROWN:  To the previous slide.12

MR. RAHN:  All right.13

MEMBER BROWN:  I just want to provide my14

understanding, similar to what I did in the previous15

meeting.16

Just, you were still talking historical17

here.  If you go back to slide 13.18

MR. RAHN:  Yes.19

MEMBER BROWN:  I think it's Slide 13.20

MR. RAHN:  Yeah.  Yes, that's today.21

MEMBER BROWN:  That is what you've settled22

on for Rev 4?23

MR. RAHN:  Exactly right.24

MEMBER BROWN:  And that's sort of25
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reflective of that last slide you showed, except there1

is one thing you don't do anymore and that's this --2

MR. RAHN:  Allowable value.3

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah, the allowable value4

thing.5

MR. RAHN:  Mm-hmm.6

MEMBER BROWN:  So I just wanted to end on7

the note of, what's in the set, Rev 4, is that first8

slide on Slide 13.9

MR. RAHN:  Yes.  It looks like this. 10

Sorry, it's too far.11

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes, right there.12

MR. RAHN:  Right.13

MEMBER BROWN:  I'm just trying to14

summarize this.  You went through the here's where we15

are when you did the history, but this is where we end16

up.  That's the --17

(Simultaneous speaking.)18

MR. RAHN:  Yes.19

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.20

MR. RAHN:  This is where we end up. 21

Exactly right.22

MEMBER BROWN:  And that's reflected in the23

ISA?24

MR. RAHN:  Yes.  That's another change we25
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made.  That was very, very important.1

We are endorsing the ISA standard.  The2

ISA standard has this figure in it, minus my markings3

on the red here.4

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes.5

MR. RAHN:  The red.  But that figure is6

what actually appears in the ISA standard.  In7

previous versions of the Reg Guide, Revision 3 and8

before, we used to attempt to repeat the figure that9

was in the ISA standard.10

And by doing so, there were little tiny11

nuances of, you know, tweaks that people caught, you12

know, constantly finger pointed at to say, you know,13

it doesn't really say this, it says more like this.14

So we attempted not to try to duplicate it15

this time.  And I only make reference to it, the fact16

that it is appearing in one of -- more than one17

locations.18

MEMBER BROWN:  That's fine.  I just wanted19

to make sure everybody understood that.  Okay, you can20

go on now.21

MR. RAHN:  All right, thank you.  So, yes,22

so what I would like to do now is talk about the four23

topics that -- where we -- which show the main24

differences between Rev 3 and Rev 4.25
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So there are discussion of allowance for1

instrument drift, an acceptance criterion that we're2

going to be establishing for determining the3

individual error terms and how you use what's called4

the 95/95 tolerance interval to do that.5

The next topic is the acceptance criteria6

for how much of the total instrument channel7

uncertainty estimate to be placed between the8

analytical limit and the limiting trip setpoint, which9

recognizes that some of that is statistical error.10

So you can't go to infinity on a11

statistical error, so we have established what's12

acceptable, what's reasonable, exactly how we13

addressed it.14

And the last item is a method for15

establishing meaningful limits for the as found16

tolerances, as I described on the previous slides. 17

So, I'm going to go through each one of those quickly.18

So the first one is allowance for19

instrument drift.  So what we've learned though is20

that current operating reactors had to make their21

current plant tech spec values, the AEVs (phonetic)22

and their limited trip setpoints work with respect to23

the performance of the existing equipment.24

But what we also knew was that when those25
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allowable values were initially established in the1

early '70s and early '80s, we didn't have curved2

(phonetic), well though-out formalized setpoint3

methodologies.  They were kind of initial versions of4

those setpoint methodologies.5

And so a lot of the AVs that were6

published in the original textbooks didn't necessarily7

account for all the uncertainties that we really do8

have when we do a calibration or surveillance of the9

instrument.10

So what's happened is, you know, some11

sensors drifted beyond where they were originally12

estimated.  And there was -- a lot of the early LERs13

that we received back in the '70s and early '80s were14

due to the fact that instrument channel drifted more15

between the limiting trip setpoint and the allowable16

value than we had allotted for.17

So the guidance that was issued in RIS18

2017 and a follow-on work activity prepared by the19

BWR, BWR Owner's Group, called TSTF-493.  They came up20

with a program for establishing as found acceptance21

tolerances.22

And we became of that -- those as found23

tolerances should encompass the factors such as24

instrument accuracy, calibration uncertainty such as25
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MNTE (phonetic) -- and drift.  And not much more, you1

know, because we want to try to keep it to a minimum2

so as not to mask any adverse performance of the3

device.4

So typically when we established guidance5

for determining drift, a manufacturer will often6

publish a value for drift, sometimes given in terms of7

so much deviation from its calibrated setpoint over a8

period of X number of months, like 18 months or maybe,9

sometimes only specified in terms of three months or10

six months.11

And if you had a refueling outage12

surveillance frequency of 18 months or 24 months, and13

when you include a grace period, we're often into the14

22 to 30 month range.  And so if a vendor specifies it15

goes two percent every three months, your value goes16

two percent up, you got a lot of big drift allowance.17

And that causes to have a problem because18

it we put all of that about a drift in our estimate,19

we would often be masking what we consider to be good20

performance because instruments don't really drift21

that much.  And I'm going to talk a little bit about22

how much they drift on a few slides later.23

But the guidance within the recommended24

practice document, which is an ISA document, which is25
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a companion document to the ISA standard that we're1

endorsing, provides some guidance that you could use2

either algebraic or maybe square -- sum of the squares3

methods, for extrapolating how much drift should be4

accounted for in this drift estimate when we're5

establishing the as found tolerance.6

So that amount of drift to account for7

that value, you're always best off using draft8

(phonetic) historical data if you have it.  And that's9

usually a really good indicator of how instruments are10

expected to drift between surveillances.11

And so, if you provided a study of as12

found and as left data for previous surveillances of13

a particular device, you could come up with a pretty14

good estimate.  There is even guidance within an EPRI15

document that gives you hints as to how you can best16

evaluate that criteria.17

But the as left and as found tolerances,18

it's great when you have previous experience, but if19

you are going to put a new device in, which you don't20

have experience operating it, you got to start with21

something.  So typically you start with using your22

manufacturer specified accuracy.  And then we try to23

extrapolate that accuracy.  And so we tried to come up24

with criteria for how to do that in the new ISA25
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standard.1

So here is a little summary of what could2

be done.  You could linearly extrapolate that like3

four times, if you say it was one percent period over4

a span of six months.  Or -- as in if you had a 245

month refueling surveillance frequency, you get to6

allow four percent.7

But if you SOSS (phonetic) that, you can8

essentially get down to half of that amount, or two9

percent.10

But the overall rule of thumb though is11

you need to exert caution when you're preventing --12

you want to make sure that if you're establishing an13

allowance for direct for as found tolerance limits,14

you don't overly exaggerate it such that it would tend15

to mask a poor-performing instrument.16

When you're establishing the setpoint,17

it's okay to overestimate that because you want to18

have as much margin as possible or reasonable to be19

included between the analytical limit and the limiting20

trip setpoint.21

So now just to give you a little hint as22

to how these instruments perform.  I got a little23

snippet here out of an EPRI topical report.  It's24

TR111348, which was published back in 1998.25
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And they have been a study of a number of1

safety devices in the Ontario Hydro Bruce Nuclear2

Plant.  And in that study, they found that, okay, they3

have a number of instruments performing in a number of4

different safety functions.  But they also have a5

limited number of manufacturer model number items.6

So what they did then -- learned was that7

in this early study, it's difficult to make some kind8

of globalized conclusion regarding how a particular9

manufacturer model number performs over a surveillance10

interval.11

And it shows that it's pretty much,12

several factors that contributed to it.  One is the13

environment that it's in, and another is manufacturer14

model, but also the range of that manufacturer model15

because for different range codes for a specific type16

of device, they may use different design features to17

achieve that range.18

So sometimes those design features help19

contribute to the amount of drift that was20

experienced.21

But overall, the data shows that what was22

captured over a high number of drift intervals, there23

is -- we never saw a performance like an algebraic24

addition of what the manufacturer specified for a25
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partial surveillance period.1

Instead, we saw data like this.  This data2

represents a number of different calibration intervals3

for a particular type of transmitter.  And this slide,4

it's representative of pressure transmitter 5.5

But this, in a number of different6

functions that it served, some of those functions were7

calibrated every quarter, some are calibrated every8

two years.  Some are calibrated every six or eight9

years.10

But if you look at the spread of this11

data, in terms of percent, the majority of this data12

falls between one percent and maybe one and a half13

percent of the standard setting.  So the spread of14

this data is -- while even though some of this was not15

calibrated for many, many months, so that's one piece16

of values.17

This is how the spread looks if you try to18

come up with a statistical bound.  The majority of19

this data is within two standard deviations.20

Here is another transmitter.  This is21

called pressure transmitter 6.  And it had a similar22

spread of data.23

It's mostly -- it's hard to read the24

bottom of this slide, but basically this is for, my25
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little red dot here, it's between plus and minus two1

standard deviations.2

So what we're concluding regarding drift3

allowance is that for total channel uncertainty, which4

is the allowance that you put between the analytical5

limit and the limiting trip setpoint, it's okay to6

have a little bit of a tendency to overestimate,7

within reason, to ensure that you have adequate margin8

between the limiting trip setpoint and the allowable9

value.10

But when you're establishing the as found11

tolerance, it's better to have a tendency to12

underestimate that value within reason to ensure that13

you're not setting the as found acceptance tolerance14

too wide that you would be masking the actual adverse15

performance of the component.16

So the other things are recently the staff17

has been involved with reevaluating work that was done18

a while ago regarding online monitoring.  And I put19

this slide in here, which we didn't talk about during20

the Subcommittee meeting because this work was just21

being -- getting started.22

But what we've noticed is that the online23

monitoring data that was gathered for a British plant,24

and even some pilot studies that were done here in the25
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U.S., you could actually go quite -- amount of time. 1

And the deviation over a long period of time was very2

small.3

And it appears to be random in nature.  So4

studies that were done for slightly greater and5

greater extended surveillances, starting with six6

months, then going to a year, then two years, then7

four years, what we're finding is that when it's8

calibrated at the end of that period, the drift9

actually appears to be sort of random.  It goes up and10

down around the original setpoint.  It doesn't11

continually go in one direction, in the adverse12

direction, as would be predicted by an algebraic13

addition of the drift data that a vendor would14

provide.15

So that's just an observation we're16

making.  But we think it's a good indication.  But17

drift is actually more random than we expected.18

MEMBER BROWN:  Dave?19

MR. RAHN:  Yes, sir.20

MEMBER BROWN:  Isn't one of the points21

that falls out of the drift evaluations that you22

mentioned you measured drift over a long period of23

time such that, in other words, many months, to24

determine these data sets.  But doesn't that just lead25
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you to have some type of a periodic calibration check1

like every month or every two weeks or every two2

months, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera?3

MR. RAHN:  So for online monitoring, the4

thought process there is you would actually perform a5

snippet of time that you would be monitoring the6

actual output of the transmitter over a period of time7

live.8

And what's different from the early '70s9

and '80s to today is that our performance -- process10

performance computers and data historians have gotten11

more high fidelity.  They can take samples more12

frequently than the original samples that we had.13

And you would be able to extrapolate14

snippets of live data and monitor a group of, let's15

say, four or eight transmitters that are all16

performing the same function, and looking to see when17

one or another one is deviating greater than what18

would be allowed.  And you establish some kind of an19

allowance period, allowance limit.20

And if one of those is tending to exceed21

that, then you might want to go -- it's a flag to say22

okay, that one is probably going to need calibration23

the next time.24

But you need to take those samples at25
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least quarterly, as you just said.  This is something1

that's just not something you just let it go.  This is2

something where you have to continually monitor it. 3

And you have to do it at least quarterly, like every4

three months.5

And so -- and some people do it more often6

than that.  But, I mean, it's a matter of resources.7

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Dave?8

MR. RAHN:  Yes.9

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  This is Walt Kirchner. 10

Go back up to Slide 27.  And, Ron, can you go back a11

couple of slides to one of those pressure transducers?12

MR. RAHN:  Yes, I will.13

(Simultaneous speaking.)14

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  -- data.15

MR. RAHN:  Yes.16

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  A little bit further.17

MR. RAHN:  Okay.  A little more?18

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Yeah.  Now, what I note19

is yeah, I think it was 23.  Yes, thank you.  What I20

see, my takeaway from this is that what you're seeing21

here, and it validates the subsequent slide, is that22

after initial settling-in period, then you see the23

randomness as you conclude.  24

So it suggests that perhaps the25
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surveillance intervals should be shorter after initial1

startup and operation.  And then the intervals could2

be spread out in terms of months subsequently.  Do you3

see what I'm going with this?4

MR. RAHN:  Yes, I do.5

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  It looks like a6

settling-in problem for the instrument there7

initially.  And then once you get a handle on the8

instrument and such and it's been recalibrated9

probably at least twice there, once before that big10

spread, then you have more confidence about extending11

the surveillance interval.  That's my takeaway from12

what you're showing us.13

MR. RAHN:  I think that's a very good14

observation, Member Kirchner.  I think that has a lot15

to do with it.  So basically you're saying this is the16

initial and then they had a big spread, and then they17

kind of toned it down after that.  18

And I'll tell you what, I don't want to19

spend a lot of time on this, but this was done in20

1998, it was for data that was taken from '96 to '98,21

I can't remember the exact time.  22

But these the were the devices that were23

in service in those days. The thing is that a lot of24

those devices that were in service in the 90s have25
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actually been replaced with -- and as vendors, you1

know, continue to improve their devices, that amount2

of that spread has been significantly diminished with3

the new technology devices.  So --4

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I would expect that,5

yeah.6

MR. RAHN:  And so, and that's what we're7

seeing on the later online monitoring.  Some of the8

new online monitoring data is for devices that have9

some online diagnostics and then an internal10

adjustment for  ambient temperature and things like11

that.  So they have a tendency not to break as much. 12

But I believe you're correct on what's the difference13

between that initial spread and that late one.14

Okay, I'm going to talk a little bit --15

the next topic, which was tolerance interval16

estimation, the acceptance criteria.  So why do we use17

tolerance intervals?  So you know, our confidence18

interval was used to say where is the mean out of a19

certain population within -- can we characterize it20

to, and limit it where the mean is. 21

Whereas a tolerance interval we use to22

determine where the end points of a population23

distribution that encompasses a percentage of that24

population at a high confidence level, and which is25
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illustrated on this next slide here.  So here's -- for1

a confidence interval we're saying that the mean of2

the bunch of data that I'm looking at is probably3

somewhere between these upper and lower limits.  4

But the tolerance interval is looking at5

where is all the population of -- either between what6

two limits of it encompasses the bulk of that.  And so7

you say, in a two-sided tolerance interval, you say8

I'm pretty sure that like X% or like 95% of values9

will fall between these two upper and lower limits. 10

And then the spread of that is discussed in what in my11

confidence is in knowing that I've encompassed 95% of12

that population.  13

So that's basically why we use tolerance14

intervals.  We try to characterize the vast bulk of15

statistical information to see how it fits within so16

many standard deviations of the mean.17

We expressed that with the formula of y-18

bar plus or minus ks where y-bar is the mean, s is the19

standard deviation, and k here represents a20

multiplication factor that's based on sample size, the21

number of samples that were taken essentially; the22

confidence, desired confidence level that you're going23

for in percent; and the population you're trying to24

encompass.25
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So it would be in NUREG-1475 that has,1

discusses this.  And there's tables in the back of2

that NUREG that you could use to find the factors of3

k that you're using. 4

So what we're talking about is this 95/955

acceptance criteria.  What do we mean?  And this6

NUREG-1475 says that the 95/95 specification is the7

most common specification for tolerance intervals that8

we use at the NRC.  It's usually regarded as the9

default tolerance interval specification for a lot of10

engineering evaluations.11

Okay, the next concept I want to show you12

is that we've -- whether we include for a reasonable13

acceptance criteria for allowing for measuring14

uncertainty.  So what we discussed with the ISA15

Committee, this has been a longstanding debate, I have16

to say.  It's a 35-year-old argument.  But I think17

Member March-Leuba might be able to remember some of18

this.19

But between NSSS vendors, Westinghouse and20

GE and between licensees who had NSSS vendors that had21

a tendency to go one way or another, this was22

advancing an argument that had to be -- kind of put23

our arms around to see how we can settle this thing. 24

So what the Committee talked about was one of the25
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factors that we're concerned to judge whether or not1

we want to adopt a 95%. 2

And the first thing we said is well, okay,3

Rev 2 on Reg Guide 1.105 stated that for error4

estimates of error components, 95% of data points5

should be bounded by the data selected.  So okay, so6

then we're thinking we're talking about not total7

channel uncertainty but individual estimates of the8

uncertainty terms.9

Rev 3 tried to clarify that a little bit10

by saying okay, by -- use the 95/95 tolerance limit,11

and that's an acceptable criterion for uncertainties. 12

And there's a 95% probability that the constructed13

limits contain 95% of the population of interest for14

the surveillance interval selected.  So again, that's15

for an individual error terms.  16

And what usually the topic of interest at17

that point was still drift, but it applies to other18

error terms as well.19

So licensees that have implemented most of20

the vendor-specific methodologies, we've -- they've21

submitted those to us.  We've basically approved the22

use of both of those methodologies.  In one sense,23

some of the methodology is dependent upon the24

architecture that is used, you know.  25
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PWRs have a tendency to have a transmitter1

located in a containment that's not accessible under2

normal operating conditions.  And I remember that when3

you want to send that to an aux equipment room or a4

control room where there's a rack full of electronics5

prior to they'll be, you know, converted to digital of6

course.7

But with those, you know, the criteria for8

maintaining this higher probability characteristic,9

that particular geometry and architecture enables you10

to have tight tolerances and use a two-sided11

statistic.  Whereas boiling water reactors, the12

transmitter's usually outside the containment, it's in13

the accessible area within the reactor building.14

 A lot of times, you could calibrate the15

entire loop from the transmitter to the equipment in16

the control room all in one string.  And usually there17

were fewer components in the string.18

So there's a lot of factors that related19

to this.  But so but the Committee looked at it and20

says, well, okay, it's got to be a minimum of 95% in21

confidence.  So, and so we looked at that as somewhat22

reasonable.23

But to look at it further, we said, well,24

okay, what are the pitfalls if you make it 97.525
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instead of 95.  And so one consideration was that the1

greater the allowance you put between the analytical2

limit and the nominal setting, which includes the3

margin between the limited trip setting and the normal4

trip setting, the more you're encroaching upon normal5

operating limits.6

And you've only got -- so if you take the7

conservative side of the as-found tolerance in which8

the instrument could be found and still be considered9

normally operating, you could encroach upon what we10

call the spurious trip avoidance measure. 11

And you wonder who's got a spurious trip. 12

And that's not good either.  If they, you know, every13

time you have a spurious trip, it puts a -- the plant14

through some unnecessary scrutiny and challenges not15

only the plant systems, but operator performance, when16

there's really no adverse condition existing.  So17

that's one consideration.18

There's another way of looking at it.  The19

95% we said encompasses a one-sided distribution, and20

then the 97.5 encompasses, you know, a two-sided21

distribution.  And they're encroaching upon this22

normal limits of normal operating range here.  So23

we're saying, okay, it should be a minimum of 95%.  24

The next area we talked about was 25
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criteria for establishing the as-found tolerance.  So1

as, so we talked about earlier the Rev 3 of Reg Guide2

1.105 was written before the work that was done in the3

2002 to 2006 timeframe, when we came out with WIS-4

2006-17.  So we're trying to bring it, bring it up to5

date to accommodate all the thinking that went into6

preparing this 2000-617.7

So that criteria included things like8

using as-found tolerance as a bi-direction of9

benchmark, not just a unidirectional limit like the10

other value was.11

Also, we accompanied criteria for12

establishing the limit for as-found tolerance that13

includes things like calibration uncertainties;14

reading error; normal performance, you know,15

uncertainty of the instrument accuracy; and16

hysteresis.  As well as what's considered the amount17

of drift that would be expected, and nothing more. 18

Just a little bits of those for uncertainty terms,19

which are observable during the calibration.20

So what happened was after, as Dinesh21

mentioned in his introductory remarks, after we issued22

Draft Guide 1141, which was to have been the Revision23

4, original Revision 4 of Reg Guide 1.105, we got24

many, many, many comments received from the industry. 25
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And a lot of it had to do with the1

differences between staff position on things as well2

as the industry's position.  And a lot of that3

industry position is based on actual performance of4

instrument channels, for which they have lots of data.5

So the standard itself, ISA 67.046

standard, actually itself had been revised many times7

since its initial revision.  It was -- in 1987 it was8

revised to provide clarification of the term trip9

setpoint and made it more in alignment with what the10

staff called upper setpoint limit.  In '94, the ISA11

standard was revised to incorporate the improved tech12

spec program definitions of limiting trip setpoint. 13

And also it reflected the fact that they14

had, the ISA Committee had come up with this, what we15

call the recommended practice document.  And  so, and16

that document has a lot of good guidance for licensees17

and applicants to use in establishing their setpoints18

and the mechanics of doing it.19

In 2006, the ISA 67.04 standard addressed20

the concern regarding allowable values, which we21

covered in WIS 2006-17.  So the standard will already22

made the adjustment to talk about establishing as-23

found tolerance limits for acceptance criteria. 24

Whereas we still have Rev 3 of l.105, which hadn't yet25
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adopted that, so we're trying to do that now.1

There was also a 2011 reaffirmation of the2

ISA standard, and it also updated itself to recognize3

that there had been a 2010 update of the ISA's4

recommended practice document.5

So the latest update to 67.0.01 that we're6

endorsing was revised to include improved definitions7

that are based on use of TSTF-93  and WIS-2006-17. 8

And the terminology that the staff was making9

available and when we issued Draft Guide 1141.  So it10

was an attempt to accommodate all of those.  Excuse11

me.12

Also it adopted the definition for 95/95,13

which we hadn't -- it hadn't included before.  So the14

industry committee made an effort to move us regarding15

our definition of establishing the use of a 95/95 to16

be used when you're doing certain estimates.17

Also, it included guidance for addressing18

tech spec requirements that changed between WIS-2006-19

17 and today.  And also it was approved guidance20

reference to an EPRI report that tells you how you21

could use a previous as-found as-left data for22

determining a reasonable estimate of what drift is,23

especially when you're using it for establishing as-24

found tolerances.25
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So beginning in 2016, the Committee began1

work.  We, as industry members, industry Committee2

members, participated in this development.  The way3

that the Committee went about it was broke up into4

smaller groups to tackle each of them, then we5

reconvened together as a group and look at changes.  6

So that work took place between 2016 and7

2018.  And so that is just to look to today's version. 8

So the Committee did a lot of work to try to address9

our concerns in our draft guide.10

So initially the Committee wasn't crazy11

about stipulating 95/95, but I believe they allowed12

this to be part of the document, as long as we put in13

some caveats regarding what happens if there's not14

enough data to support 95/95 tolerance interval15

estimates of individual uncertainty terms.  16

And so we put in some criteria in there17

that said if you don't have sufficient data, you can18

use available data that you do have, along with an19

evaluation, as long as that evaluation is documented20

to state that if you have a value that you consider as21

good as a 95/95 estimate, document that and use it as22

a 95/95 term in your uncertainty equation.23

So that brings us to what we're going to24

use Rev 4 for and where we are today.  So our goal is25
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to make it available as guidance for providing an1

acceptable way to meet the regulatory requirements we2

covered in initial slides here, as well as the3

concerns that we identified in our WIS-2006-17.4

But organizationally, it also consolidates5

under one place a more simplified way of providing6

guidance to address all the regulatory industry7

standard modernization that has been taking place8

since the last revision visible over 21 years ago now. 9

And the focus for this is new applications10

for reactors and with the possibly voluntary reduction11

by licensees of operating reactors.  But it's not12

intended to be a forward fit and a backward fit.  But13

the goal is a voluntary adoption by license -- or14

applicants for new reactors.15

So we don't have a particular -- this is16

not indicated to be only one user.  But we also17

recognize that the ISA standard is used by not only18

nuclear plant operators, but we're finding that within19

industry, other stakeholders use the ISA standard and20

make reference to the NRC guidance document.  21

And that includes, you know, weapons22

facilities and other nuclear facilities that, you23

know, not just power operating reactors.  So it will24

be true that it's widely used throughout the industry.25
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In addition, we also want to make sure1

that we have guidance for achieving acceptable methods2

and state-of-the-art methods for establishing and3

maintaining setpoints so as to maintain our tech4

specs.  And that I think that the methodology that5

we've adopted and endorsed within this Reg Guide does6

do that.7

So where we’re at now, we did issue this8

particular document for a 30-day public comment9

period.  We did receive 24 public comments, which we10

addressed.  And out of those public comments there11

were several editorial changes that we made to the12

document to -- mostly for clarification.  But we13

didn't really significantly deviate from any of the14

four major key concepts that we expected to adopt in15

this version.16

We did have this particular document17

reviewed by our Office of General Counsel.  And the18

final package is up for your review, including the FRN19

is all in the package for you, available to use.  So20

the next step is for us to review to your feedback.21

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Excellent.  I have a22

question or two.23

MR. RAHN:  Yes.24

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  So did I understand25
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you correctly that your intentions for this to apply1

to new reactors and not impose it in operating plants?2

MR. RAHN:  Yeah, so yeah, the intent is3

for new applications.  And potentially voluntary4

adoption if anyone wants to.  We recognize that to do5

a tech spec change if you wanted to remove the term6

allowable value from your tech spec and put in, you7

know, just the limiting trip setpoint, it requires a8

license amendment to make that change.  9

And there's a lot of effort to do that. 10

We think that a lot of licensees will retain the11

allowable value that they have on operating reactors. 12

But without precluding it, TSTF493 has an13

option which is described, it's called Option B, which14

provides a pathway for licensees to submit a license15

amendment to make those changes if they so desire.16

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah.  The biggest17

thing is, as you mentioned earlier, is the 95 versus18

97.5.  I think making it for people we're at each19

other's throats.  20

MR. RAHN:  Yes.21

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Because with a single22

trackable event, you can double your tolerance.  NRC23

can impose you half the tolerance that you already24

have.  So it's a big impact change.25
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MR. RAHN:  Yes, it is and it isn't. 1

Because, and our website we will talk about it in this2

following presentation.  We're talking about doubling3

it from here to here.  You know, so, from here to4

here, or halving it from here to here.  So --5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA: So it's not that bad.6

MR. RAHN:  It's still accounted for.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay, another comment8

I want to put on the record, have you considered the9

implications of digital protection systems?  Because10

you always have instant at which (audio interference)11

than they're going to lift.  But if you have a digital12

protection system, your setpoint is your setpoint. 13

It's the missing digits, it was a rock.  So I’m not14

sure where it belongs, but it's consideration to have.15

MR. RAHN:  It belongs here.  I agree with16

you, digital uncertainties have to be accounted for in17

the total uncertainty estimate.  And there are many. 18

Yeah, there's anti-aliasing and sampling, all these19

different things that contribute when you do A to D20

conversion and algebraic additions and truncations and21

you know, word salads and how many bits and all that22

kind of stuff, all add into it.23

They are uncertainties that need to be24

accounted for.  So the ISA standard points to a25
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recommended practice document which contains guidance1

for that very thing.  There's an appendix in the ISA2

recommended practice document dedicated to how to3

account for digital drift -- I'm sorry, digital4

uncertainties.  And it's also alluded to in the body5

of the record in the practice document.6

So the answer is yes, it does need to be7

accounted for.8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay, thank you.9

MEMBER BROWN:  Just to bear in mind, the10

recommended practice document is not endorsed,11

although it's stated that it can be used.  Did I say12

that right, Dave?13

MR. RAHN:  Yeah, that's a good way of14

putting it.  We say in that we believe there's usual15

information in, if want to use information that's in16

the recommended practice document.  And the goal there17

is that if it's used, it's described in the licensee's18

setpoint methodology, which is something that we will19

be reviewing.20

MEMBER BROWN:  The other comment I would21

make, Jose, relative to your earlier one and relative22

to the overplan to the backfitting, virtually all the23

-- at least the Reg Guides I've done where we've had24

revisions, the implementation has not -- did not25
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require backfitting.  1

So that approach is consistent with the2

revisions of Reg Guides in general, based, at least3

based on the ones I've had to review and write letters4

on.  That's just information piece of information5

there.6

MR. RAHN:  Yeah, as -- we like to say that7

ISA standards provides the what to do, and the8

recommended practice describes how to do it.  Any9

other questions?10

MEMBER BROWN:  Are were ready for Paul? 11

Excuse me.12

MR. RAHN:  Any other members would like to13

ask a question?14

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, let's move.15

MR. RAHN:  I'll stop sharing.16

MR. REBSTOCK:  Okay, I'm going to share17

off my screen here.  And I've never done this with two18

screens before, so hopefully this will work.19

MR. RAHN:  It has a tendency to -- you'll20

cover up the Teams information.  But as long as you're21

in already, you're good to go.22

MR. REBSTOCK:  Okay, can you see my23

screen?24

MR. RAHN:  Yes, we can see your screen.25
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MR. REBSTOCK:  Okay, good.  All right, I'm1

just going to go through just a couple of points of2

nonconcurrence.  I want to start by saying that the3

improved ISA standard and the Reg Guide that result4

from it are dramatic improvements over Revision 3 of5

the Reg Guide, there's no question about that.6

The ISA did incorporate a lot of the stuff7

that we put in 1141.  And Dave was on that committee8

and he worked with me on comments on whatnot on that9

and got a lot of stuff in there, but didn't get quite10

everything in.  So that's where we are going. 11

The background, I think Dinesh already12

covered that, so I don't really need to say -- well,13

you've got the slides.  This just gives some reference14

material.15

Particular things that I'm concerned about16

are the aspect of the interpretation of 95/95 and also17

temporal extrapolation, which Dave gave a lot of18

information on, but I want to give a little bit more. 19

Got a set of terminology here.  The most important20

thing, what I want to highlight is the actual trip21

point, which never seems to get talked about.  And22

I'll explain just exactly what that is. 23

The rest of these trends I think are24

pretty much, you might not have seen as as-found, but25
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you know what the as-found tolerance is, that's what1

Dave was talking about.  The actual trip point is2

really the key element here.3

We thought about the actual trip point. 4

That's the point at which actuation is actually called5

for.  And it can never be known.  You can't measure it6

because every measurement has uncertainty, every7

measurement has some degree of error.  8

So you can get better and better and9

instruments and you can get closer and closer to what10

the actual trip point is, but you can never really11

know exactly what it is because there's always going12

to be some amount of uncertainty.13

There's an issue, too, about what you need14

to recognize between the safety limit and the15

analytical limit.  All of the analysis and everything16

that we do in setpoint world is related to the17

analytical limit.  The analytical limit is not a more18

conservative number than the safety limit.  The19

analytical limit's more like a surrogate for the20

safety limit.21

The safety limit is often something you22

can't measure, like the fuel lines will settle on the23

temperature in a tool kit.  You can't measure that. 24

But you can measure other stuff about what's going on25
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in the reactor and infer what that is.  And the limits1

that you place on those other things, those are2

analytical limits on a variety of different3

parameters.  4

And the idea is that if you don't exceed5

those analytical limits, then you won't exceed the6

safety limit.  But it's not like the analytical limit7

is a safe -- is a more conservative version.  So that8

figure in the ISA standard's a little bit misleading9

because it sort of suggests that the safety limit is10

somewhere above the analytical limit.  Point of fact,11

it's better to think of the analytical limit as the12

surrogate safety limit, so they're both kind of the13

same thing.14

The limiting setpoint is what we're trying15

to figure out.  And the effectiveness of the limiting16

setpoint in protecting the analytical limit depends on17

how you go about your 95/95 and other stuff.  And18

we'll talk about nonconservative actual trip point. 19

That means an actual trip point that's in excess of20

the analytical limit.  And if it's beyond the21

analytical limit, then you're in an unanalyzed22

condition. 23

You may be okay and you may not be okay. 24

Depends on what else is happening in the plant and how25
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good your analysis and how much margin there was in1

the safety analysis to determine what the analytical2

limit should be.  But the point -- the problem is3

you're in unanalyzed territory, and that can be bad.4

This figure tries to show how all those5

things all fit together.  We're going to assume that6

the actual trip point is Gaussian, about the nominal,7

about the mean value of the trip point.  And we -- and8

because we're interested in establishing the limiting9

value, we'll just assume that the as-left setting is10

a set at the limiting value.  Because it's legal to do11

that, it's okay to do that.  12

And so we want to say well, what happens13

if you do.  If you add margin to it, then you're14

better off.  What we're doing is testing the limit.15

So the 95/95 criterion says the 5% of the16

actual trip points are beyond 1.96 standard deviations17

from the mean.  The thing is that half of those are18

conservative and half are non-conservative.  And so19

that's where they two regions are, that 2.5% of them20

are conservative and 2.5% of them are nonconservative21

and beyond the analytical limit.22

So the probability of success, if you look23

at the distribution and you look at the cumulative24

probability of trip, the probability of successful25
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protection of the analytical limit in that situation1

is 97.5%.  2

There were some -- there's been a great3

deal of debate, including debate on when we were4

producing BG 11.41, about whether something called5

single-sided setpoints, which is a kind of unfortunate6

name, but I can't think of a better one, so that's7

what we call it.  Single-sided setpoint says that you8

take this whole 5% and you lump them over here and say9

accept the 5% and 95% probability of protecting the10

actual trip point.  11

But where are we in the 95/95 criterion,12

that would actually be 97.5.  And if we accept the13

standard, the ISA standard is very explicit.  It14

doesn't mention the term single-sided setpoint, but it15

says that a 95% probability of protecting the16

analytical limit is good enough.17

I've seen this expressed in terms of,18

well, on one hand you want to protect the analytical19

limit, on the other hand you want to avoid spurious20

actuation.  And if you allow the limiting setpoint to21

get closer to the analytical limit, then you have more22

margin between the limiting setpoint and your actual,23

typical operating value, which is down here somewhere. 24

I'm not sure I'm on this graph.25
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So then you have less chance of getting a1

spurious actuation, and that's true.  Which we would2

-- also our best chance of actually actuating when you3

need to.4

So for the question of single-sided5

setpoint has never really -- it's been controversial6

ever since the beginning.  It's never really been7

resolved.  This revision of the standard was simply8

resulted by fiat.  It would say that's the end of the9

discussion, 95% is good enough and we're not going to10

talk about it anymore.  I think that's what is has11

been.12

If you do that, if you do accept 95%13

probability of successful protection of the analytical14

limit, I'm thinking analysis, and it's according to15

the bottom of this slide here and you have a copy of16

it.  It's never been checked.  It's my own analysis17

that never got a formal release, but I'm pretty sure18

it's right.  19

And what it shows is that if you take flow20

charts, I looked at two-out-of-four logic, two-out-of-21

three logic, one-out-two taken twice, all different22

kinds of -- the standard ways of having channel23

actuation.  I said given all of those, and looking at24

the difference between a single channel being 95%25
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likely and 97.5% likely, what's the end result on the1

likelihood of actuation before -- within the2

analytical limit.3

And what that shows is that if you don't4

account for -- if you only look at the instrument5

uncertainty and you're not looking at the probability6

that the pump will fail or the likelihood that the7

electricity is down, or the likelihood of something8

else going wrong outside the instrumentation, that9

rather small increase in the probability of failure to10

begin at the limit from 97.5% down to 95% results in11

about an eight, or a factor of eight increase in the12

overall failure rate.13

So if we've saying that 95/95 -- or if you14

see 95/95 as resulting in 2.5% probability of15

exceeding the analytical limit, then you say, well,16

we'll accept 5% anyway.  You're multiplying the17

probability of overall failure in a four-channel18

system by a factor of eight.  19

If you throw in the likelihood that the20

I&C equipment failure, a mechanical equipment failure,21

if you account for those, that obviously dilutes the22

-- that factor.  But it's still fairly significant.  23

If you have really lousy equipment so that24

you have a 1% probability that the mechanical or I&C25
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equipment is nonfunctional, you still almost double1

the probability that the overall system is not going2

to work.  So I think that needs to be aware.3

And that's just looking at the4

probabilities for the actuation system.  The concern5

is whether or not you're going to protect the6

analytical limit.7

MEMBER BLEY:  Paul, this is Dennis Bley.8

MR. REBSTOCK:  Yes.9

MEMBER BLEY:  The last time you did this,10

I kind of promised I was going to take a hard look at11

that, because it didn't smell right to me.  And I12

confess I have not done that yet.  13

But now that you've talked through it and14

I'm thinking about it, and I think back to a data15

sources for failure of equipment, I suspect, you're16

actually right on what that does to the chance that17

you're outside of the limits and you don't get an18

actuation because of that.  19

But that is so far from the prominent20

causes of failures that we find that I suspect that if21

I did had done the work which I haven't done, I would22

find the actual effect on failures of equipment would23

be very small.  But I can't back that up at this24

point, but that's where I'm sitting.25
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MEMBER BROWN:  Somebody's got an1

eating/drinking dog in the background, so I don't know2

who it is.  But he was really enjoying --3

MEMBER BLEY:  Not anymore.  It's me,4

Charlie, I'm offline.5

MEMBER BROWN:  It's you, Dennis, okay, all6

right.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay, this is Jose. 8

On that line of thought that Dennis -- I found this9

study when you presented it last time very interesting10

and I think -- I believe it's correct, it's true.  The11

problem I see is that we are kind of assuming that the12

analytical limit is a magical cliff, that you cross it13

and that results in a failure.14

The analytical limit is something that one15

calculated with a goal, and it a soft goal more often16

than not.  It's a specified acceptable fuel design17

limit, which is a surrogate, a very conservative18

surrogate for fuel failure.  So increasing the19

analytical limit by a little bit is almost guaranteed20

not to produce a failure because of so many21

conservative assumptions we add into all the22

calculations.23

So mathematically it is correct.  You24

violate the AL and you are outside your analyzed25
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condition.  But in reality, it's not going to fail1

anything.  And that is the reason why we accept 5% or2

2.5, pick your number.  3

Why not make it 1%?  It's because we4

realize that, yeah, 5% will, may exceed the AL, but we5

have so much margin to the real fuel failure6

conditions that we can afford it.  And you have this7

--8

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Jose, to chime in, along9

the lines that Jose just -- this is Walt Kirchner.  We10

don't typically, again, I'm not questioning your11

analysis here, Paul.  But I'm concurring with Jose in12

the fact that we don't normally design -- well,13

obviously we want to know what fuel center line14

temperature is and keep that well below melting point.15

But typically that's now how we set these16

kind of limits.  And in the case of, as Jose was17

pointing out, the margin, it's usually first critical18

heat flux, which again uses typically a 95/95 kind of,19

the criterion for setting it.  And then there's20

significant margin in that particular application of21

the critical heat flux to set some of these trip22

points and so on.  23

A more simplistic case would be, I was24

going to ask of Paul, what do you think of something25
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like reactor primary coolant pressure?  Now, there you1

have a direct reading of the actual analytical limit. 2

If you see what I'm saying. 3

 I mean, you can set the higher the safety4

limit based on the boiling pressure vessel code.  And5

then you've got considerable margin below that when6

you set up these setpoints to the reactor coolant7

pressure.8

So when you say there's a seven or eight9

times increase, what does that mean for the bottom10

line in terms of the -- something we can directly11

measure, like pressure, as a safety limit?  In other12

words, pragmatically, if you work this exercise to13

reactor pressure, what does it mean to say there14

eight-time increase in failure?  15

I'm having a hard time pragmatically16

working that calculation through to the probability of17

exceeding the analytical limit for pressure.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, what I think19

we're saying when you say failure of rate, we think20

violation of a arbitrary requirement -- not arbitrary,21

but based on analysis.  It's like you were supposed to22

go 55 miles per hour, and now you're going at 56,23

okay.  Your risk increased a little bit, but not that24

much.  25
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That's where -- the values 5%, 2.5% are1

completely arbitrary, and it's just customary that2

95/95 is what we always use, the customary limits that3

we put on ourselves.  We could just as well require 1%4

or see it at 1%.   And that will have the same basis. 5

Okay, I've said enough.6

MEMBER BROWN:  Paul, that's a five-second7

pause, I think you can go on.  Can anybody hear me?8

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Yeah, it looks like we may9

have lost Paul, I see red.10

MEMBER BROWN:  Oh, okay.11

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  He is moving the12

mouse.  He may be muted.13

MEMBER BROWN:  Paul, are you still muted?14

MS. LUI:  I will send him an email.15

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, thank you,16

Christiana.17

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  He is moving the18

mouse, so he's connected.19

CHAIR SUNSERI:  He's muted.20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah.21

MR. REBSTOCK:  I don't know how I got22

muted.  Can you hear me now?23

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah.24

MR. REBSTOCK:  Yeah, well, that explains25
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why I keep talking and nobody's listening, nobody's1

responding.  Okay.2

MEMBER BROWN:  I was going to say we had3

a five-second pause there from the other members, any4

more questions.  So you're -- I was trying to cue you5

you could proceed.6

MR. REBSTOCK:  Yeah, thank you.  I have no7

idea what happened.8

Yeah, that discussion results in two9

points that I'd like to address.  The most important10

one I think is right on -- is the question of the11

analytical limit and how important that is.  And it's12

true, the analytical limit is based on calculations13

that are themselves conservative, and they're designed14

to be conservative.  And some of them are extremely15

conservative.16

But we don't know, and I can't say a17

priori, how conservative something is.  You might have18

a situation where you need to take advantage of that19

and you can say, okay, this, whatever this analytical,20

this particular analytical limit doesn't have very21

much of an impact on safety, and it has a large amount22

of margin before disaster happens.  And we can23

tolerate moving a little bit beyond it.24

But that's a case-by-case analysis that --25
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and we can always accept a case-by-case analysis on1

particular things.  What they're talking about here is2

the general analysis and the way that the -- the way3

the general approach, the generic approach to how4

things are handled.  5

And the problem is that the analytical6

limit is the limit of the analyzed condition.  And if7

you're beyond the analytical limit, you're in8

unanalyzed condition.  9

And the question is how far can you go10

unanalyzed.  And if you can say, well, I can go, you11

know, 15% beyond the analytical limit and I'm still12

okay, well, what you've just done is redefined the13

analytical limit to be 15% higher.  And then you have14

the same argument all over again.15

So the only way that we can handle it as16

far as the basic approach is concerned is to say,17

well, then the analytical limit has to be a hard18

limit.  If you're going to tolerate exceeding it and19

you can make a case, then maybe that's okay.20

The other thing was a question about21

what's the dominant failure.  And yeah, I think that22

that's a, also a valid point.  And that's why the23

analysis that I did includes failure rate of the I&C24

and the equipment and the power source.  And when you25
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include those, it washes out a little bit.  The fact1

-- the effect of changing of the probability of2

exceeding the analytical limit.3

But it doesn't -- you know, it dilutes4

that, but it doesn't make it go away altogether.  So5

I think you have to start out with the theoretical6

basis and, to know exactly where you are.  And then if7

you want to apply further wisdom, that's fine.  I8

don't see a problem with that.  But I think that when9

you set up the analytic or the theoretical basis, I10

think we need to know what exactly that is and where11

we're coming from on it.12

Should I move on, or do we want to discuss13

that some more?14

MEMBER BROWN:  Yeah, I guess you should15

move on, in the absence of any other questions on it.16

MR. REBSTOCK:  Okay, now my microphone's17

working and my screen's not.  This is very18

interesting, okay. 19

Setpoint deviation.  Dave gave quite a bit20

of discussion on how setpoints change and how they21

don't change.  And there's a lot he -- we're talking22

about a lot of analysis that plants can have to23

measure their own amounts of deviation.  But I'd make24

a distinction between deviation and drift.  25
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Deviation is the amount by which the1

measured setpoint changes from one measurement to2

another.  So it's got equivalent -- it's got3

measurement test equipment accuracy, inaccuracy in4

there.  It's got environmental temperature effects in5

there.  It's got plant conditions, and so on.  Drift6

is just the amount that the instruments drifts all by7

itself without any of that other stuff.8

The key that I'm concerned about is9

temporal extrapolation, and specifically the10

extrapolation of manufacturer data.  If you've got11

another analysis and you're not using the12

manufacturer's data, this whole question that we're13

talking about here doesn't apply because you've got14

other kind of data.  What I'm concerned about is how15

you interpret the manufacturer's information.16

And typically a manufacturer says that17

you've got X amount of deviation per Y months.  And18

the expected operation's is Z months and Z's greater19

than Y, then what should you allow for the actual20

drift?  1363 defers to the standard, the standard, it21

talks about the analysis, which is what Dave22

presented.  And that's fine. 23

I think there's a tacit endorsement we24

recommend you practice in there, but that's a legal25
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thing and the lawyers don't seem to mind, so I'm not1

going to bother with that.2

The thing is, though, that the amount of3

drift, the relationship between the drift interval and4

the manufacturer's specifications and the amount of5

time that we have to allow for drift over, that's an6

arbitrary amount.  7

And one -- I've seen it quite a few times,8

I've seen people try to use the square root of the sum9

of the squares to accumulate drift.  And that is10

affected by the relationship between the11

manufacturer's drift interval and the extended -- or12

the surveillance interval plus, what do you call it,13

a margin or the extra allowance, the grace period.14

So for example, and this slide's a little15

bit different from the one that I had for the I&C16

Subcommittee.  I think this -- that one didn't do such17

a good job of getting the point across.  I think this18

presentation is a little bit better.  19

If we look at a situation where the20

manufacturer's interval is half the surveillance21

interval, and just by a certain amount, then the22

square of the sum of the squares would be 1.4d, and23

linear drift would be 2d.24

If the manufacturer specified the drift25
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over a quarter of the surveillance, you know, over a1

time period that happened to be a quarter of the2

surveillance interval, then it would be half the3

amount of drift because it's half the amount of time. 4

The square root of the sum of the squares would say5

that the overall period was d.  That linear drift6

would still be 2d.7

So we have a significant change in the8

result of the SRSS that's based on the arbitrary9

selection by the manufacturer that has nothing to do10

with the way the instrument's applied.  So I'm very11

concerned.  I can understand that if you've got hard12

data, then that's fine, use those.  But if you don't,13

I don't see how you can use anything other than linear14

extrapolation.15

And there's another point also that were16

made is that there's two different things that you do17

with the amount of drift that you estimate.  In one18

hand, you want to make sure that you've made that19

allowance big enough because you're concerned about20

the distance between the limiting setpoint and the21

analytical level and you want to make sure that that22

distance is big enough.23

But when you're talking about assessing24

instrument performance, you want to be careful not to25
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overestimate, because if you overestimate, then you'll1

mask the fact that the instrument really isn't2

behaving the way it was expected.  3

So you -- we call it the same thing, we4

call it deviation whether you're using it to calculate5

the limiting setpoint or you're using it to determine6

what the acceptable amount of drift is.  But the7

conservatism is exactly the opposite from one to the8

other.9

So I think that the two keys that are in10

the nonconcurrence is that the acceptance at 95%11

probability of trip at the analytical limit, which has12

been called single-sided set points, but we won't even13

bother with that, just accepting 95% probability of14

trip at the analytical limit results in significant15

increase in probability of operation in our normalized16

condition.17

The discussion that we had a few minutes18

ago about the significance of the AL notwithstanding. 19

You know that's, maybe you don't mind operating in an20

unanalyzed condition, but I don't think we should say21

that ahead of time.22

And then conditions of temporal23

extrapolation can produce arbitrary results, depending24

on how you use them in particular if you're looking at25
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the SRSS.  And then they give you some references that1

I think you've already seen.2

So any further questions or discussion?3

MEMBER BROWN:  Members?  Okay, can I get4

the -- Thomas, are you there?  To the public line?5

MR. DASHIELL:  The public line is open.6

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  Is there anybody on7

the public line that would like to make a comment?  Is8

there anybody there?  You could just say hello.9

MR. MARQUINO:  Hello, this is Wayne10

Marquino, can you hear me?11

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes. 12

MR. MARQUINO:  I endorse the NRC's13

position.  I was previously the Chairman of the ISA14

67.04 Committee as we were developing the standard15

revision.16

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay.  Is that -- that's17

your comment?  Thank you.  You were the -- give me18

your name again?  19

MR. MARQUINO:  My name is Marquino, M-A-R-20

Q-U-I-N-O.21

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, thank you very much. 22

Is there anybody else --23

MR. MARQUINO:  All right, thank you.24

MEMBER BROWN:  All righty.  Anybody else25
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on the public line that would like to make a comment? 1

Hearing none, Thomas, you can close the public line.2

MR. DASHIELL:  Public line closed.3

MEMBER BROWN:  Thank you.  Any opportunity4

for the members to make an additional comment? 5

Question?  Hearing none, Matt, I will turn the6

presentation back over to you.7

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Thank you, Charlie.  And8

--9

MEMBER BROWN:  Oh, can I make one other --10

I do want to say one other thing.  I wanted to thank11

Dave and Paul for their presentations.  I thought they12

were, in my personal opinions I thought they were very13

thorough and covered the waterfront pretty well and14

gave a nice historical perspective about how this has15

evolved over time.  So I did want to thank them for16

their very complete and thorough discussions.17

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.18

MEMBER BROWN:  Now, I'll turn it back to19

you.20

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Yeah, yeah, thank you,21

Charlie.  I was just, that was exactly what I was22

going to say.  I was going to thank the staff, Dinesh23

and Dave, for their presentation.  I'd like to24

particularly think Mr. Rebstock for bringing forward25
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his differing view and presenting it in a way that we1

can include that in our deliberations.  So thank you2

all for that.3

At that this time, Charlie, we got a4

little bit of time.  I think, I've seen your draft5

letter, I think we have enough time to at least read6

it in.  So if you're up for that, let's pull up the7

draft letter report on this topic and have you read it8

in.  And if we have enough time, we can gather major9

comments from any other members.10

MEMBER BROWN:  I'm ready.11

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  That will require that12

Paul quit sharing the screen.13

PARTICIPANT:  Did that work?14

MEMBER BROWN:  Yes, is Sondra (phonetic)15

there?  Sondra, are you there?16

PARTICIPANT:  Yes, I'm here.17

MEMBER BROWN:  Okay, we need -- do you18

know where my letter is?  I don't. 19

PARTICIPANT:  Yes, I'm pulling it up right20

now.21

MEMBER BROWN:  Oh, okay, thank you very22

much.23

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went24

off the record at 1:12 p.m. and resumed at 2:30 p.m.)25
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CHAIR SUNSERI: Okay.  It’s 2:30.  I’m1

going to reconvene the 682nd meeting of the Advisory2

Committee on Reactor Safeguards.  We'll start with a3

roll call to verify a quorum.  Ron Ballinger?4

MEMBER BALLINGER:  Here.5

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Dennis Bley?6

Charles Brown?7

MEMBER BROWN:  Here.8

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  Vesna Dimitrijevic?9

MEMBER DIMITRIJEVIC:  Here.10

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Walt Kirchner?11

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Here.12

CHAIR SUNSERI:  And Jose March-Leuba?13

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Present.14

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Dave Petti?15

MEMBER PETTI:  Here.16

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Joy Rempe?17

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Here.18

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Pete Riccardella?19

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  I'm here.20

CHAIR SUNSERI:  I'm here.  And Dennis21

Bley, are you on, Dennis?22

Okay.  Member Bley had informed me that he23

may be in and out throughout the afternoon.  So we're24

going to assume that he's just doing that right now25
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and that we have a quorum.  So let's proceed.  I'll1

turn it over to Jose March-Leuba, secondary chair for2

this topic.3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  All right.  So what4

we're going to be talking about the BWRX-3005

Containment Performance topical report, NEDC-33911P. 6

Go ahead.f7

MR. WADKINS:  Good afternoon.  This is8

George Wadkins.  So I am the Vice President of New9

Power Plants and Products Licensing for GEH.  We will10

be presenting an overview of this licensing topical11

report today.  We'll be describing design12

requirements, analytical methods requirements,13

acceptance criteria, and regulatory basis for the14

BWRX-300 containment, including containment isolation15

valves and the associated passive containment cooling16

system.17

The BWRX-300 has a relatively large dry18

containment that does not require reactor or19

containment pressure and temperature suppression20

features except for a passive containment cooling21

system that will be described in this presentation. 22

Reactor depressurization is achieved through use of23

the isolation condenser system instead of through an24

automatic depressurization system that releases steam25
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to a suppression pool.  And the BWRX-300 does not1

require the more complicated active or passive2

injection systems used in previous designs for3

mitigation of design basis accidents.4

However, the design of many of the piping5

systems and valves that form the containment boundary,6

including the containment isolation valves, are very7

similar to those used in previous design.  Where those8

are different, we will describe that in detail either9

in the open or closed session.  These containment10

features, including the containment penetrations and11

containment isolation valves are described in the12

licensing topical report with appropriate design13

requirements and the regulatory basis for containment14

isolation.15

Because of the use of a large dry16

containment, the analytical methods requirement to17

include application of a different methodology than18

used in previous designs using the GOTHIC code instead19

of the GEH TRACG code for containment pressure and20

temperature response.  This licensing topical report21

does not seek approval of the use of the GOTHIC code22

as an acceptable methodology.  But it does establish23

the design requirements, for example, maximum allowed24

containment post-accident pressures and temperatures,25
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that the methodology will be used to verify.1

The application of the GOTHIC methodology2

is the subject of a separate licensing topical report,3

NEDC-33922P BWRX-300 Containment Evaluation Method,4

which is currently under review by the NRC staff.  To5

support their review, the NRC staff is also conducting6

an audit of the base and conservative cases used in7

the follow-up licensing topical report to verify8

uncertainties or adequately address if reasonable9

results can be obtained using that methodology.  So10

without any questions from the ACRS at this point, I11

will turn the presentation over to Frostie White,12

Senior Licensing Engineer for this licensing topical13

report for today's open session presentation.  Thanks.14

MS. WHITE:  Good afternoon.  Can everyone15

see the slide presentation?16

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  We see a cover page17

of the first slide.18

MS. WHITE:  Okay, great.  Thank you.  The19

purpose of this meeting is to go over and describe our20

design requirements for a containment or passive21

containment cooling system or containment isolation22

valves.  And all this is to meet our regulatory23

requirements, initially review and describe the24

analytical methods used for evaluating containment25
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performance that George mentioned, and provide the1

acceptance criteria and the regulatory compliance for2

the containment performance.3

And initially, we're going to probably4

provide it in closed session a lot of this, the5

foundation for meeting the other defined basis of GDC6

55 for containment isolation valves associated with7

cooling systems, isolation condenser system, and8

hydraulic control meters and the fine motion control9

rod drives.  First, we're going to go through the10

design requirements quickly.  For the BWRX-300 primary11

containment vessel, it's a Safety Class 1, safety-12

related seismic Cat. 1.13

The ASME code requirement is specified for14

either a metal or a concrete containment structure. 15

That design is moving along quite well.  And I think16

-- is David Hinds on the phone?  I believe he can give17

you an update on that, if you would like.18

We also have ASME code requirements for19

piping systems passing through the PCV mechanical20

penetrations and the containment isolation valves,21

reactor pressure vessel isolation valves, structural22

supports for the piping system, and components in some23

of the PCV and the additional structures of the PCV24

occurrence.  In the topical report, we comply with the25
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parts of BTP 3-4, the postulated pipe rupture1

locations and configurations and identification of2

leakage cracks for those piping connected to RPV3

isolation valve assemblies that extends to the4

containment wall.5

We use ASME Code Section 3, Division 1 for6

meeting compliance with the BTP 3-4.  And we're7

applying that to eliminate postulated breaks and8

cracks in those portions of the piping for the9

containment wall to the outboard containment isolation10

valve.  The primary containment vessel penetration11

piping systems and associated support materials are12

designed in accordance with ASME Section II material13

specs with exception to the long conducted portions of14

the electrical penetrations.15

All of this information is contained in16

Section II of the licensing topical report and in17

quite detail.  I'm just briefly going through it.  Is18

there any questions associated with this particular19

slide?20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You want to keep21

going.22

MS. WHITE:  Thank you.  Our containment23

isolation valve design requirements, these meet24

seismic Category 1, ASME Section III, Division 1,25
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Subsection NE and/or class components.  Isolation1

limits indicate -- we have our earliest closure prior2

to the release of any fission products.  Our3

instrument isolation valve piping that penetrates4

containment conforms to Regulatory Guide 1.11.5

Isolation valves, actuators, and controls6

are protected against missiles and postulated high-7

and moderate-energy line metrics.  We set our8

automatic CIVs.  They do not result in automatic9

reopening penetrations with trapped liquid between the10

isolation valves at relief or thermally induced11

pressurization.12

There is I&C control diversity for13

penetrations with reactor pressure vessel isolation14

valves.  The containment isolation valves for our main15

steam feedwater shutdown cooling in the reactor water16

plant also closed on an isolation condenser steam17

supply and condensate return RPV isolation valves fail18

as-is by positive mechanical means that were built19

into the valve actuators.  Any questions for this20

particular slide?21

All right.  In addition, we have all other22

containment isolation and penetration configurations23

are maintaining the required post-accident position. 24

We qualify these valves in accordance with ASME25
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Standard QME-1, 2007 or later edition.  And we use1

excess flow check valves in small piping with local2

instruments as we did previously in our designs.3

Piping in the area between the outermost4

RPV isolation valve and containment boundaries as well5

as the piping for the seismic Category 1 reactor6

building.  And the ICS steam supply and condensate7

return piping connects to the ICS heat exchanger, ASME8

Section III, Class 1 in the piping which means the9

possibility of breaks in those areas.  And piping from10

the hydraulic control unit and fine motion control rod11

drives reside in accordance with ASME Articles NB-215012

and NB-3120.13

On the pressure boundary FMCRD, there are14

housing spool piece in the outer tube flange assembly15

are constructed with ASME Code Section III, stainless16

steel materials.  That was consistent with what we had17

on ESBWR as well.  Our ICS and FMCRD HCUs containment18

penetrations comply with the GDC 55 other defined19

basis definition.  Containment penetrations for all20

other piping connected to the RPV boundary comply21

directly with GDC 55.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Let me stop you. 23

Change the slide, please.24

MS. WHITE:  We will have a later25
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discussion on this topic coming up towards the end of1

the slide presentation if you would like to talk on2

that.3

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  That's what I wanted4

to say that this is ten minutes.  It's a little5

controversial.  Another question on your fourth6

bullet, the way it's written.  Is the ICS heat7

exchanger also Class 1 or only the piping to it?8

MR. HINDS:  Yes.  This is David Hinds. 9

Yes, it's Class 1.10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay.  Because the11

way it's written, it got me worried.  Okay.  Thank12

you.13

MS. WHITE:  Any other questions for that14

slide?15

MR. HINDS:  I'm sorry, one other note. 16

David Hinds here.  There's a pressure breakdown17

orifice at the entrance to the heat exchanger.  So18

there has been some precedent to accept either Class19

1 or 2 downstream of the restrictive orifice.  So we20

do have continued evaluation of that specific area. 21

However, it's the highest safety class equipment22

there.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I'm not expecting you24

to say that.  Class 2 is also seismic qualified?25
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MR. HINDS:  Yes, definitely, seismically1

qualified.2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Okay, thanks.3

MS. WHITE:  All righty.  Any other4

questions for this slide?  All right.  We're going to5

get into the analytical methods, and we're going to6

have Necdet Kurul take over from here and discuss the7

analytical methods we used to evaluate our containment8

performance measure.9

MR. KURUL:  This is Necdet Kurul, GE10

TRACG, Section III of the NEDC-33911 presents the11

evaluation method of containment.  It covers only --12

the NEDC-33911 covers only the scope and the13

requirements of the method.  The method itself, the14

details of it are presented in a separate LTR.15

In NEDC-33911P, we are asking for the16

approval of the requirements and the scope of the17

evaluation method which are listed or summarized in18

the bullets in this slide.  These are for design basis19

events and AOOs.  And the evaluation method is used to20

demonstrate compliance with GDC 38 and 50 which are21

peak containment pressure and temperature and22

requirement for reducing containment pressure and23

maintaining in long term.24

The method is developed in compliance with25
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Reg Guide 1.203.  And one of the elements of the1

method is that we do not have -- we do not do a2

statistical analysis, but rather in accounting for3

conservatisms we bias all of the correlations4

individually.  And the end result is a conservative5

calculation for the containment response.6

NEDC-33922P which is a separate LTR7

describes the method in detail and presents8

demonstration computations.  It includes the9

identification of containment analysis.  And it10

quantifies the uncertainties and establishes the11

biases.12

It includes nodalization studies and13

benchmarking to test data.  The evaluation method is14

based on TRACG for massive energy release calculations15

and GOTHIC for the containment calculations.  Are16

there any questions about this slide?17

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, 25 seconds.  And18

if nobody questions anything, keep going.19

MS. WHITE:  We'll move into the section. 20

Necdet, would you like to go over the acceptance21

criteria for containment performance?22

MR. KURUL:  I could, yes.  Containment23

boundaries and penetrations are designed for pressures24

and temperatures resulting from design basis accidents25
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which are calculated using the evaluation method that1

was just mentioned.  And with GDCs -- we demonstrate2

compliance with GDCs 24, 16, 38, 41, 50, and 51 as3

listed here.4

And containment design pressure bounds the5

peak accident pressure resulting from emitting large6

break LOCA.  And we add at least a 10 percent margin7

in the preliminary safety analysis report stage.  We8

also demonstrate that containment pressure can be9

reduced rapidly after the peak pressure is released10

for the most limiting accident.11

And the definition of rapidly is defined12

in the SRP as reducing the peak pressure to half of13

its peak value within 24 hours.  Also, a containment14

structure internal compartments are demonstrated to --15

demonstrate such that they do not exceed the design16

leakage rate with sufficient margin.  And as I17

mentioned before, we demonstrate compliance with GDC18

16, 13, and 50.19

MS. WHITE:  These acceptance criteria are20

found in Section 4 of the topical report.  Are there21

any questions in this area?22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  No, I like Section 4. 23

I mean, it's very well done, very comprehensive, and24

I have no problems with it.25
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MS. WHITE:  Compliance with the general1

design criteria is discussed in Section 5 of the2

topical information which leads us into the next3

section if we don't have any questions here.  By4

regulatory compliance, we went through all of the5

appropriate regulations that deal with containment and6

containment-related systems and penetrations, et7

cetera.  We can go through them in detail, but we8

comply with 50.34, 50.44.9

Please note that in terms of getting10

beyond design-based accident portion of 50.44, that11

will be covered in later licensing activity, whether12

that will be in a topical report or we'll just comply13

and show you in a safety analysis report.  That will14

be a later thing.  But we did comply now for all but15

one based accidents.16

We complied with 50.55a within six months17

of the license application for any of the standards. 18

50.63 for station blackout, we'll comply with that as19

well.  We did include Class 1 battery-backed DC power20

for safe-related components.21

We complied with all of the appropriate22

GDCs.  They're covered in the standard review plans23

that we looked through for compliance for all the24

system components, structure, everything.  Again, for25
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GDC 55, we'll have a discussion coming up at the end1

on that.  So I won't go into that in any great detail.2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Is there something3

you can do in the open session about 57 -- indications4

of GDC 57 with respect to PCCS?  Or do you want to5

defer it to the closed session because it's very time6

dependent?7

MS. WHITE:  We'll probably discuss that in8

a closed session, Jose.9

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Let's table the10

question, if you can educate us on PCCS and GDC 57. 11

GDC 57 requires containment penetrations to have12

isolation valves at a high level.  Please continue.13

MS. WHITE:  Okay.  And we also comply with14

Appendix J for periodic testing for leakage and15

guidance of Reg Guide 1.163.  Any other questions on16

the regulatory compliance?17

And finally, this is our open discussion. 18

We can go into closed session after this.  But this is19

our foundation for complying with other defined basis20

for GDC 55.  And as you know, 55 states that each line21

is part of the pressure valve unless it can be22

demonstrated that the containment isolation provisions23

for a specific class of lines such as instrument lines24

are acceptable in similar defined basis.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Before we go, are you1

done with this bullet?  Before we go to the second2

bullet, I would like to talk about this.3

MS. WHITE:  Sure.4

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Maybe the way I read5

it -- okay?  But when I read Criterion 55 or 10 CFR 506

Appendix A, it doesn't say -- it says, valves shall7

have one valve inside and one valve outside.  It8

doesn't say unless it's inconvenient to have one9

outside.10

Indeed, if you keep reading the criterion,11

it offers you four configurations for valves inside12

and outside, minor valves, closed valves, automatic13

valves.  And for the two configurations where it says14

that you can have an automatic isolation valve outside15

containment, it clearly specifies a simple check valve16

may not be used as an automatic isolation valve17

outside containment for options 3 and 4 where you have18

an automated isolation valve outside.  There are other19

options that have automatic isolation valves inside.20

The GDC doesn't mention that those are21

important.  Implicitly, implicitly, the GDC is saying22

those outside valves are important, and you cannot23

just have a check valve there.  And in my reading of24

the main criteria, it doesn't say you should follow25
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this criteria unless it's inconvenient.1

It says we realize there are some class of2

lines.  You should bold, underline, italic class. 3

There are some classes of lines like instrument lines4

where it would be an overkill to put isolation valves. 5

Clearly, a large diameter steam line going into the6

ICS is not what the founding fathers had in mind when7

they were writing this exception.  That's the way I8

read it.  Now convince me otherwise.9

MR. WADKINS:  Jose, this is George Wadkins10

from GEH.  Yes, I think we're going to let the staff11

also talk about this in their slides.  But one of the12

things that we believe is a driving force in the13

original other defined basis is the fact that some of14

these penetrations have a safety function which is15

very important either to risk or to the deterministic16

safety analysis in performing a function that17

containment isolation could possibly reduce the18

reliability of that function.  So --19

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I have an argument20

for that.  But I'll have to refer -- delay it to the21

closed session.22

(Simultaneous speaking.)23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  That argument doesn't24

hold water.  It's not convincing.25
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MR. WADKINS:  Well --1

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Not convincing at2

all.3

MR. WADKINS:  -- I think that -- yeah, I4

think that that's quite the rationale that's been used5

in the past for many of these same types of6

penetrations for both PWRs and BWRs.  So --7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Let's talk in the8

closed session --9

MR. WADKINS:  Yeah.10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  -- with -- that you11

believe one side of the study.  I believe the other12

side of the study for the argument.  Let's keep going13

with SRP 6.2.4.  I also have comments on that.14

MR. WADKINS:  Okay.15

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  If you want.  What do16

you want to do?17

MR. WADKINS:  No, that's fine.  I agree. 18

We should wait and discuss it further in the meeting.19

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Well actually since20

you've brought up other examples, that's a question21

that I was curious about.  Can you give us a relevant22

other example where you see other defined basis in a23

similar manner that was accepted without an exemption?24

MR. WADKINS:  Yes, this is George Wadkins25
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again.  Yes, this is indeed a very similar design to1

ESBWR.  We did not use an exemption.  Like I said,2

there are -- in PWRs, there are things like3

containment recirculation lines for containment that4

have single isolation valves because of the importance5

of the containment recirculation function.6

And those are, indeed, larger pipes than7

these.  So I understand Dr. March-Leuba's comments. 8

I think it is certainly some way you could read into9

here what the original intent was, was maybe related10

to size.  But I think it's more of a functional11

defined basis, and I think we provided that in the LTR12

the functional criteria why having that additional13

isolation valve was indeed an impact on safe operation14

of the plant.  So again, I think we're going --15

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  You make a very good16

argument on the response for GDC 55 I think it was. 17

I'm not one to give you the wrong number.  But it's18

the -- GDC 55 make a really, really good argument.19

MR. WADKINS:  Right.20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  And I agree with it. 21

I'm just saying that the implementation, how we go22

about granting this what I think is an exception is23

incorrect.  So I'm talking about paperwork, not24

technology.25
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MR. WADKINS:  Right, and I understand.  I1

know that you agree with our technical justification2

that it would be a negative impact on the safety of3

the plant to require the --4

(Simultaneous speaking.)5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  No, I don't agree6

with that.  I haven't seen the numbers to justify that7

statement.8

MR. WADKINS:  Okay.9

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Jose, this is Walt. 10

This is one area where risk informed evaluation that11

either substantiates or doesn't substantiate the GEH12

position probably is of value.13

(Simultaneous speaking.)14

MEMBER BLEY:  This is Dennis.  If we15

reference back to ESBWR, and I look forward to hearing16

from the staff because my notes from a similar meeting17

back when we did ESBWR came up under GDC 56 which is18

a double valve containing GDC as well.  And GEH19

offered to us, to the committee, that the original20

submittal might not have been clear about that.21

But they intended to analyze the22

containment standards and will define it as part of23

the containment.  I don't know what eventually came24

out.  Maybe the staff can address it.  But that's what25
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we were told way back when.1

(Simultaneous speaking.)2

MEMBER BLEY:  Yeah, way back when was3

2008.4

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Any more comments5

from the members on the first bullet because I want to6

talk about the second bullet?7

MS. WHITE:  Okay.  Part of our foundation8

was in review of SRP 6.2.4, Section 3, the acceptance9

criteria.  We talked about a single isolation valve is10

acceptable if the system reliability can be shown to11

be greater, the system is closed outside containment,12

and a single failure can be accommodated with only one13

isolation on the line.14

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Let me stop you right15

there because I'll stipulate that is an accurate quote16

of Criteria 5 in SRP 6.2.4.  But in the same paragraph17

two lines down, it says for this type of isolation18

valve arrangement the valve is located outside19

containment, and the piping between the containment20

and the valve should be enclosed in leak-tight or21

controlled-leakage housing.  It is going back to my22

emphasis on the GDC 55 language that whenever the23

founding fathers wrote it, on all the examples in24

which an outside valve was automatic, it specifically25
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says, and you cannot use a check valve.  It has to be1

a good valve, meaning that they thought the outside2

valve was the important one.3

And that makes sense.  You want to have4

the valve outside to keep all the contamination inside5

the containment.  If you put it inside, then it can6

bypass it.  So the outside valve is important.7

And this part of 6.2.4, Criteria 5 is8

crucial.  You need to have an outside valve and then9

protect a couple of feet between containment of a10

valve with a second pipe.  There's -- what do you call11

it -- the housing.12

So I don't think that you can use this as 13

a precedent for what we're trying to do.  And while we14

are in it, your next argument is going to be that it15

is a closed loop system outside.  Everything is a16

closed loop system outside.17

The steam line goes to the turbine, the18

condenser, fuel rod trains, and goes back to19

containment.  And everything in this is closed.  So20

you could make the same argument that it's a closed21

system on the steam line, and you clearly don't do22

that.23

So in my opinion, this is a perfect24

application of risk analysis in which you put the25
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numbers in -- on the configuration you propose. 1

You'll see that there is no difference between Option2

A and Option B.  And then based on that incremental3

risk, it can be accepted.4

But I just don't see a mechanism where I5

can take what's written either in GDC 55 or in SRP and6

say yep, this configuration is covered by that.  I7

don't see it.  Let's go ahead.8

MS. WHITE:  And finally our BWRX-300 ICS9

and ACUs both meet GDC 55 requirements and the SRP10

guidance.  And those are discussed in those LTR11

sessions -- sections.  I would recommend if we want to12

further discuss this that we probably should go into13

the closed session so we can talk a little more14

freely.15

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Absolutely.  This16

concludes your presentation, right?17

MS. WHITE:  Yes, it is.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah.  Because we19

move fast here and we'll spend more time in the closed20

session when we can actually really talk about21

locations and numbers of valves and things like that. 22

So members, any questions for GEH?  We'll be available23

for more conversations during the closed session.  But24

anything you want to place on the record now?25
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Hearing none, let's transfer to the open1

session by the staff.  Who's sharing the slides?2

MR. SHEA:  This is Jim Shea, project3

manager.  I will be opening up the slides and sharing4

them.5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  All right.  The floor6

is yours.7

MR. SHEA:  Got it.  All right.  Can the8

members see the slides?9

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, we can, and we10

can hear you well.11

MR. SHEA:  Okay, great.  I'll start then. 12

Good afternoon.  I'm James Shea of the Office of13

Nuclear Reactor Regulation in the Division of New and14

Renewed Licenses.  I am the project manager for the15

GEH PWR-300 licensing topical report on containment16

performance.17

I want to thank the ACRS full committee18

for this time to allow the staff to present its review19

of the licensing topical report as reflected in the20

staff advanced safety evaluation submitted on December21

17, 2020.  The staff's review focused on the approval22

of the general approach and methodology related to23

containment performance as stated in the safety24

evaluation.  The NRC will evaluate the compliance of25
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the final design of the BWRX-300 containment1

performance functions during future licensing2

activities in accordance with 10 CFR 50 or 10 CFR Part3

52.4

The staff presented its approval of this5

topical report to the ACRS boiling water reactor6

subcommittee on January 13, 2021, just three weeks7

ago.  The staff will provide a high level summary of8

the subcommittee presentation with an emphasis on the9

subcommittee questions regarding compliance with10

Appendix A to Part 50 GDC, Criteria 55.  We'll of11

course do that mostly in the closed session.12

I'd now like to introduce the NRC staff13

review team.  In the NRR containment plant system14

branch, Chang Li is the lead staff reviewer.  In15

addition, Angelo Stubbs, Syde Haider, Yueh-Li, Tom16

Scarbrough, Dan Widrevitz round out the staff review17

team.  I'd like to now turn the presentation over to18

Chang Li, the lead NRR technical staff reviewer, for19

the continued performance LTR.  All right.  Chang?20

MR. LI:  Thank you, James.  Good21

afternoon.  I am Chang Li in the containment plant22

systems branch of NRR.  This slide and the next one23

are the focus area in the topical report.  I'm not24

going to read the slides because GEH just made an25
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excellent presentation on the contents.1

So I will move to Slide 6, yeah.  Slide2

No. 6 here list all the areas being included in the3

staff review.  The staff review follow standard review4

plan, Section 6.2.1 through 6.2.7, for all the aspects5

of containment performance.6

In the subcommittee meeting of last month,7

we had a presentation on the review of each of the8

sections.  In addition to Chapter 6 of SRP sections,9

piping and the valves relating to containment10

isolation systems are reviewed according to SRP11

Section 3.6.2 and the branch technical position BTP 3-12

4.  The reason that we include piping in the valves in13

the review of containment performance is because BWRX-14

300 containment isolation systems design has a15

nontypical design on the isolation condenser systems16

piping in the valves layout.17

That would have impact on the GDC 5518

compliance in the review of containment isolation19

systems.  This would be the focus of staff20

presentation today.  Since this design formation is21

proprietary, we will talk about the subject of22

containment isolation for isolation condenser systems23

in the closed session.  This concludes my presentation24

for the open session.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Chang, can you go to1

Slide 4 please?  Sometimes just to keep in mind.  I2

know they're talking about -- I'm talking about3

combustible gas control.  And I know we're talking4

here about containment, and I agree with your5

statement.6

But if there's hydrogen generated in the7

core and there's no vessel breach, it will likely8

migrate to the ICS because it's the upper -- it's on9

the second floor.  And then it will be vented to the10

steam line via a drain system.  So the question is11

when we review that part, is there any safety12

significance to that drain on top of the ICS?13

And if it doesn't work, hydrogen will14

accumulate on the steam -- on the heat exchanger on15

the second floor.  And really because there's no16

nitrogen there.  There's not that much oxygen either. 17

But I'm just stating as a food for thought for future18

reviews.  Okay.19

MR. LI:  Yeah, I would consider this would20

be in the future review.  For the scope of this21

review, I think for the hydrogen control under the22

design basis accident, we review the regulatory23

requirements and the compliance that the GEH promised24

to conform in the future.  So this particular25
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question, I think, yeah, we will need to review.1

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I remember -- yeah,2

I remember it was an issue in ESBWR.  I don't remember3

how it was solved.  And it will probably come -- I4

guess it will come up when we review 21-P.  I'm only5

using the last two numbers of the reports, the severe6

accident report.  We'll ask the question again then. 7

Thank you.8

MR. LI:  Okay.  Thank you.9

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Jose?10

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes.11

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  This is Joy.  If I12

could ask a question.  I guess I'm looking at GDC 5513

and the fact that it does have these other defined14

bases, the four options listed.  And I'm looking at15

the SRP with a couple of examples under Items 4 and 5. 16

And I'm thinking about what the folks from GE said.17

And I am -- guess I'm wondering if the18

staff could in open session provide their -- expand on19

their philosophy on why they did this without saying20

you need to have an exemption in the future.  And can21

they comment on the past exceptions and why they were22

allowed because I think that's an open session topic? 23

Because I'm more interested in the process and what is24

and what isn't required and why the staff has done25
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this in the past, if they have.1

MR. LI:  I think I would rather to discuss2

and present in the closed session because I was3

referring to the configuration and the layout of this4

design.5

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  But if it has been done6

in the past and there's precedent and anyone from the7

staff --8

(Simultaneous speaking.)9

MR. SHEA:  This is Jim Shea.  I can just10

comment on the ESBWR.  I mean I wasn't the reviewer. 11

But as the project manager, I saw that it was -- there12

was no exemption for this configuration.  And it's13

called -- it was designated as other.  And so that's14

just how the ESBWR lined up.  So --15

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  Again, I think16

precedent -- despite what the founding fathers had in17

mind, precedent may be -- if it may be important here. 18

It may not be exactly as specified in the requirements19

in the SRP.  But if it's been done, especially with a20

PWR case as well as the ESBWR, why don't we crack down21

and go with the letter of the law or the guidance and22

be more stringent here is where I'm kind of -- I was23

struggling with in looking at this topic.24

MR. SHEA:  The only other thing I can tell25
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you -- this is Jim Shea again -- is that if you look1

back at a lot of the older plants pre-GDC, I know2

that's -- many of them did not have this configuration3

as outlined in GDC 55.  So there was a lot of4

evaluation that went along with that.  I'm not sure if5

it was part of the IPEE or other reviews when the6

updated FSARs were done.  But there was a lot of that7

going on for the older plants for pre-GDC.8

VICE CHAIR REMPE:  And it would be nice if9

we could have a good example with a PWR that was -- or10

a BWR after the GDC so that the ESBWR --11

MR. SHEA:  I can tell you as the isolation12

condenser project manager -- or not project manager. 13

But as a former isolation condenser engineer for14

Oyster Creek, I can tell you that the steam line for15

that was actually both valves are outside the16

containment because there wasn't enough room inside17

the containment.  And in fact, both valves are welded18

together to meet that Criteria 55.  But it doesn't19

exactly meet that Criteria 55.  So it was just20

impossible as far as the design and the configuration21

in that case.22

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  But with valves23

outside containment, then you meet the criteria from24

the SRP which somebody when they wrote the SRP and25
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thought, well if you're going to miss a valve, you1

better keep the one outside because that's the one2

that really isolates containment.  The ones inside3

don't isolate containment.  I said enough.  Keep4

going.5

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  If I might weight in. 6

It's interesting.  If you look at GDC 55, there's a7

trailer paragraph that bears reading as well as the8

other basis that's at the header of the GDC.  And it9

makes me think about how the agency has classified10

lines.  And Pete Riccardella could probably correct my11

terminology so it's clinically correct.12

But for example, in the NuScale review,13

there were certain lines that we considered just14

didn't break.  And I would suggest that the quality of15

the piping that's going from the primary -- from the16

reactor vessel in the BWRX-300 to the isolation17

condensers is in that same category.  And also that18

the piping is within the containment and hence19

protected from natural hazards.  But Pete, maybe you20

can help me out here?21

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  These all -- all22

these containment penetrations have what's called a23

break exclusion zone where you do extra inspections24

and tests to ensure that you don't have a break there25
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because a break between containment and the valve1

affects isolation.2

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah, but that3

applies to the couple of feet between the containment4

and the valve, not to the complete heat exchanger.5

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  Yes, that's true. 6

Yeah, oh, yeah.  You don't have -- agreed.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah, yeah.  And that8

is compatible with the SRP 6.2.4 that says in between9

the containment and the valve, you have to have double10

piping or use a break exclusion procedure.11

MR. HECK:  This is Charles Heck, GEH.  Can12

I just make one -- point out one thing, that for the13

containment integrity to be breached, let's say let's14

take an ICS train, for example.  For containment15

integrity to be breached for a break in that ICS line16

requires two simultaneous breaks, one inside17

containment and one outside containment on the same18

train.  So --19

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I can make exactly20

the same argument with the steam line.  The steam line21

going to the turbine condenser, feedwater comes back. 22

It's on a closed loop.  And if I break the steam line23

in two breaks to bypass containment.  And it's any24

line.  There is the ratio lines that go to the25
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environment after they leave containment.  There might1

be one or two.2

MR. HECK:  And there's a big difference in3

the quality of the piping, I think, or a BOP example4

you cited in what we're --5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Exactly.6

MR. HECK:  -- talking about.7

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I think your argument8

is not the probability of failure which I'm here to9

talk about it when we go to closed session and the10

fact that this is a closed loop.  Your argument is11

it's really good piping.  It's better than the12

containment.13

It could be cleared to be part of the14

containment and it will pass all the tests.  I'm not15

against your design.  I think your design is good and16

it should proceed.  I'm talking about paperwork which17

is silly.  But that's what the law tells me to do.  I18

mean I'm reading the rules and I don't see where I can19

tell you, yeah, you're in compliance with the rules. 20

Okay.  Enough said.21

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Jose, this is Walt.  So22

one more question maybe that's better addressed in23

closed session is on this very viewgraph.  It seems to24

me -- and this is not my field of expertise.25
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But there's quite a difference between a1

steel containment versus a reinforced concrete primary2

containment unless it's steel lined, or as it says a3

combination of steel and reinforced concrete.  And I4

would expect, and here once again I might turn to5

Pete, that the penetrations of the vessel with whether6

it's steel or concrete and how those are sealed are7

much, much different propositions and probably8

different code cases.  And just go ahead, Pete.9

MEMBER RICCARDELLA:  Is there such a thing10

as a concrete containment that's not steel lined?  I'm11

not aware of it.12

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  I'm not either.  I was13

just looking at the viewgraph.14

MR. HINDS:  This is David Hinds from GEH. 15

The intent is to have a steel liner.  So it's any of16

our concrete designs include an inner steel liner that17

is the leak-tight barrier.18

MEMBER KIRCHNER:  Okay.  So good, thank19

you.  This seemed to introduce too much variability20

into the problem.21

MR. LI:  Okay.  If there is no more22

question, then I suggest we'll move to the closed23

session where we can have better discussion about the24

GDC 55.25
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MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yes, yes, I prefer1

that.  But first, we are going to have to do some2

logistics.  Thomas, can you open the public line?  We3

are going to ask for comments from the public.  Is the4

public line open -- telephone line?5

Is anybody on the public line who wants to6

make a comment?7

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Thomas, this is Matt. 8

Larry or Alicia, can somebody verify that the public9

line is open?10

Is anybody from staff listening in?  Can11

you hear us?12

MR. SHEA:  Yeah, we can hear you.  Jim13

Shea.14

CHAIR SUNSERI:  No, I meant the ACRS15

staff.  Sorry.16

MR. MOORE:  Yeah, this is Scott.  I'm on.17

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Can you verify that the18

public line is open to allow comments?19

MR. MOORE:  Yes, I'm checking.20

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Matt, while we are21

checking on the public line, we need to make an22

announcement that we are going to go into closed23

session.  You have to do it because it is your24

meeting.  And we want to come back here to read the25
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letter.  The letter has been reviewed for proprietary1

information by GE, and it does contain the proprietary2

information.3

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Great.  What time do you4

anticipate --5

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I have no idea.6

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Right now, I think it says7

5:00.  The agenda says 5:00.8

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Yeah, an hour and a9

half.  Yes, that sounds reasonable.10

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  We'll put that out11

there at 5:00.  We'll make some announcements if we're12

still in closed.13

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I think I'm hearing14

the public line, the beep beep.15

MR. MOORE:  Chairman, this is Scott Moore. 16

I'm on the public line.17

CHAIR SUNSERI:  Okay.  Go ahead, Jose.18

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  Any members of the19

public in the public line that wants to make a20

comment, please state your name and give us a comment.21

MR. DASHIELL:  Public line is open for22

comment.23

MEMBER MARCH-LEUBA:  I don't hear any24

comments.  Matt, the meeting is back to you.25

NEAL R. GROSS
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C.  20005-3701 (202) 234-4433
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CHAIR SUNSERI:  Thank you, Jose.  All1

right.  We're going to go into closed session at this2

point in time.  You have been sent a separate Teams3

invite.  And for the public that’s listening in, we4

expect to return to the open session at 5:00 Eastern5

Time, then we will proceed with report preparation.6

We'll have our staff monitor our closed7

session.  If we get delayed for whatever reason, we8

will make an announcement on the public line.  We will9

not start any earlier than 5:00 though.  All right. 10

So with that, let's close this open session and we'll11

start up the closed session in 10 minutes.  But let's12

see, 25.  That's 3:40.  Give you 15 minutes to13

transition over.  3:40, we'll start the closed14

session.  Thank you.15

(Whereupon, the above-entitled matter went16

off the record at 3:26 p.m.)17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Purpose of ACRS Full Committee Presentation

• Describe Design Requirements for Containment, Passive Containment 
Cooling System (PCCS) and Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs) to Meet 
Regulatory Requirements 

• Describe the Analytical Methods Used for Evaluating Containment 
Performance

• Provide the Acceptance Criteria and Regulatory Compliance for 
Containment Performance

• Provide the Foundation for Meeting the “Other Defined Basis” of GDC 55 
for Containment Isolation Valves (CIVs) Associated with the Closed 
Systems: Isolation Condenser System (ICS) and Hydraulic Control Units of 
Fine Motion Control Rod Drives (FMCRD)



Design Requirements for Containment, PCCS and 
CIVs to Meet Regulatory Requirements 
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Containment and PCCS Design Requirements
BWRX‐300 primary containment vessel (PCV) is Safety Class 1, safety‐related and seismic Category I 
with ASME Code requirements specified for:
• either metal or concrete containment structure
• piping systems passing through PCV mechanical penetrations and CIVs
• reactor pressure vessel (RPV) isolation valves
• structural supports for piping systems and components inside the PCV 
• additional structures of the PCV internals 
Postulated pipe rupture locations and configurations inside containment are specified per BTP 3‐4, 
Part B, Item 1(iii)(2) and identification of leakage cracks per BTP 3‐4, Part B, Item 1(v)(2) for piping 
connected to the RPV isolation valve assemblies extending to the containment wall
ASME Code Section III, Division 1, Subarticle NE‐1120 and BTP 3‐4, Part B, Items 1(ii)(1)(d) and (e), 
and Items 1(ii)(2) through (7) are applied to eliminate postulated breaks/cracks in those portions of 
piping from the containment wall to the outboard CIV
PCV, penetration piping systems and associated support materials are designed in accordance with 
ASME Section II, Material Specifications with exception to nonconductive portions of electrical 
penetrations
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CIV Design Requirements
• CIVs, associated piping and penetrations meet seismic Cat. I and ASME Section III, Division 1, 
Subsection NE, Class MC Components and Subsection NC, Class 2 Components
• Isolation limits leakage within permissible limits
• CIV closure prior to the earliest release of fission product releases
• Instrument isolation valve piping that penetrates containment conform to RG 1.11
• Isolation valves, actuators and controls are protected against missiles and postulated high and 
moderate energy line ruptures
• Resetting automatic CIVs does not result in automatic reopening
• Penetrations with trapped liquid volume between the isolation valves have adequate relief for 
thermally induced pressurization
• Control diversity for penetrations with RPV isolation valves 
• CIVs for main steam, feedwater, shutdown cooling and reactor water cleanup fail closed
• IC steam supply and condensate return RPV isolation valves fail as‐is by positive mechanical 
means built into the valve actuators
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CIV Design Requirements Continued
• All other CIV penetration configurations are maintained in the required post‐accident position
• Valve qualification in accordance with ASME Standard QME‐1‐2007 (or later edition)
• Excess flow check valves (EFCVs) are used in small piping with level instruments 
• Piping in the area between the outermost RPV isolation valve and the containment boundaries, 
as well as the piping through the seismic Category I reactor building where the isolation 
condenser system (ICS) steam supply and condensate return piping connects to the ICS heat 
exchanger are ASME Section III, Class 1, NB piping, limiting the possibility of breaks
• Piping from the hydraulic control unit (HCU) room to the fine motion control rod drives (FMCRDs) 
are designed in accordance with ASME Articles NB‐2150 and NB‐3120
• Primary pressure boundary FMCRD lower housing spool piece and the outer tube flange 
assembly are made with ASME Code Section III 300 series stainless steel materials
• ICS and FMCRD HCUs containment penetrations comply with the GDC 55 “other defined basis” 
definition; containment penetrations for all other piping connected to the RPV boundary comply 
directly with GDC 55



Analytical Methods Used for Evaluating 
Containment Performance
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Analytical Methods Used for Evaluating Containment Performance
NEDC‐33911P sets the requirements for the evaluation method where approval of these  
requirements is requested
• The evaluation method requirements used in demonstrating containment performance is 

outlined
• Accidents and events that form the basis of the containment thermal‐hydraulic performance 

requirements that demonstrate compliance with GDCs 38 and 50 are defined
• Computer codes used in the evaluation method are described and sets the requirements 

following the guidance in RG 1.203
NEDC‐33922P BWRX‐300 Containment Evaluation Method (submitted separately):
• Use of TRACG for mass and energy release calculations developed and approved for ESBWR with 
justification of same method use for BWRX‐300, and any application differences

• Identification of phenomena important to containment analysis and evaluation of uncertainties
• Correlations and inputs used  to bound the uncertainties
• Nodalization studies
• Benchmarking to an integral effect test to demonstrate conservatisms 



Acceptance Criteria for Containment 
Performance
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Containment Performance Acceptance Criteria
• Containment pressure boundary and penetrations are designed for pressure and 
temperature resulting from design basis accidents (DBAs) in accordance with GDCs 2, 4, 
16, 38, 41, 50 and 51
• Containment design pressure bounds the peak accident pressure resulting from the most 
limiting large break LOCA with margin (no less than 10% margin in PSAR) in order  to 
conform with the requirements of GDCs 4, 16, 38, 41, 50 and 51, and the guidance     of 
SRP 6.2.1.1.A 
• Containment design features provide an essentially leak‐tight barrier where  
containment pressure and temperature can be reduced rapidly and maintained at 
acceptably low levels following a LOCA to meet the requirements of GDCs 16, 38, 50
• Containment structure and internal compartments can accommodate without   
exceeding the design leakage rate with sufficient margin, the calculated pressure and 
temperature conditions resulting from a LOCA to meet the requirements of GDCs 16,   
38, 50
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Regulatory Compliance
The BWRX‐300 containment, PCCS, and CIV design complies with the following regulations:
• 10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(xiv), (f)(2)xv), (f)(2(xvii) – all non‐essential systems isolate with two isolation barriers in 
series except for non‐essential instrument lines
• 10 CFR 50.34(f)(3)(A)(1) – containment structure integrity is maintained for an accident that releases 
hydrogen generated from a 100% fuel clad metal‐water reaction 
• 10 CFR 50.44(c)(1), (c)(2), (c)(3), (c)(4), (c)(5) – the BWRX‐300 containment is dry and nitrogen‐inerted 
where no subcompartments may accumulate combustible gas mixtures
• 10 CFR 50.55a – containment, PCCS, and CIV design features use standards approved in 10 CFR 50.55a(a) in 
effect within 6 months of license application
• 10 CFR 50.63 – design includes Class 1E battery‐backed DC power for safety‐related components for coping 
with station blackout
• GDCs 1, 2, 4, 5, 13, 16, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 (ICS and HCUs of FMCRDs for outside 
containment CIVs comply with “other defined basis”; all other GDC 55 CIVs comply), 56, 57, 64 are met for 
the BWRX‐300 containment, PCCS and CIVs
• 10 CFR 50, Appendix J – periodic integrated leakage rate testing conducted with guidance from RG 1.163
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Foundation for Compliance with “Other Defined Basis” for GDC 55 
for the Closed Systems: ICS and HCUs of the FMCRDs

• GDC 55 states that “Each line that is part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary …unless it 
can be demonstrated that the containment isolation provisions for a specific class of lines, such 
as instrument lines, are acceptable on some other defined basis.”

• SRP 6.2.4, Section II Acceptance Criteria, SRP Acceptance Criteria, Item 5, states: “A single 
isolation valve is acceptable if system reliability can be shown to be greater, the system is 
closed outside containment, and a single failure can be accommodated with only one isolation 
valve in the line.”  Further the guidance indicates that the system should be protected from 
missiles, be seismic Category I and Group B quality standards, temperature and pressure rating 
at least equal to containment, leak tested, piping should be enclosed in leak‐tight or controlled 
leakage housing or meet SRP Section 3.6.2.  

• The BWRX‐300 ICS and HCUs both meet GDC 55 requirements and SRP 6.2.4 guidance as 
discussed in LTR Sections 2.2.7.1 and 5.3.11



Questions or Comments
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Presentation Outline 

• NRC Staff Review Team
• BWRX-300 Containment Background
• NRC Staff Overview of NEDC-33911P
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NRC Staff Review Team

• NRR Containment and Plant Systems Branch (SCPB)
- Chang-Yang Li
- Angelo Stubbs

• NRR Nuclear Systems Performance Branch (SNSB)
- Syed Haider

• NRR Mechanical Engineering and Inservice Testing Branch (EMIB)
- Yueh-Li (Renee) Li
- Thomas Scarbrough

• NRR Vessels and Internals Branch (NVIB)
- Dan Widrevitz

• NRR New Reactor Licensing Branch (NRLB)
- Rani Franovich
- George Wunder
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BWRX-300 Containment Design Background

• BWRX-300 containment is an underground subterranean steel or 
reinforced concrete primary containment vessel (PCV) or a 
combination of steel and reinforced concrete

• Containment heat is removed by Passive Containment Cooling 
System (PCCS)

• Combustible gas control is not required for design basis accidents 
(DBAs) because the BWRX-300 containment atmosphere is well 
mixed and the containment atmosphere is initially nitrogen-inerted
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BWRX-300 Containment Performance

NEDC-33911P provides design requirements, analytical methods, 
acceptance criteria, and regulatory bases for:
• Containment and the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS)
• Containment isolation valves (CIVs)
• Analytical methods evaluating containment performance
• Acceptance criteria for the BWRX-300 containment performance 

in accordance with the design requirements specified for the 
containment, PCCS, and CIVs
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Overview of NRC Staff Review

• Piping and Valves Design Relevant to Containment Performance
• Containment Functional Design
• Containment Heat Removal Systems
• Secondary Containment Functional Design
• Containment Isolation System
• Combustible Gas Control in Containment 
• Containment Leakage Testing
• Fracture Prevention of Containment Pressure Boundary
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NRC Staff Introductory Remarks 
Rev 4 of RG 1.105 (DG-1363)

Jeanne Johnston, Branch Chief
Long Term Operations and Modernization Branch

Division of Engineering and External Hazards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Full Committee Meeting
NRC Staff Presentation

February 3, 2021
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Draft Rev. 4 to RG 1.105 (DG-1363)
David Rahn, P.E., Sr. Electronics Engineer

Long Term Operations and Modernization Branch
Division of Engineering and External Hazards

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Full Committee Meeting
NRC Staff Presentation

February 3, 2021
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Agenda

• RG 1.105 Purpose and Regulatory Basis 
• 4 Key Concepts Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4
• ISA Committee Work to Revise ANSI/ISA 

67.04.01
• Goals for Use and Status of RG 1.105 Rev. 4 
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Reg Guide 1.105
Purpose and Regulatory Basis

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Full Committee Meeting
NRC Staff Presentation

February 3, 2021
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Purpose of RG 1.105
RG 1.105 provides applicant and licensee guidance 
for meeting regulatory requirements to ensure that: 

a) setpoints for safety-related instrumentation are 
initially established in a manner that protects 
nuclear power plant safety/analytical limits, and 

b) the maintenance of instrument channels 
implementing these setpoints ensures they are 
functioning as required, consistent with the 
plant technical specifications.
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Regulatory Basis
• 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specifications

. . .will include items in the following categories:

50.36(c)(1) Safety Limits, Limiting Safety System Settings, 
and limiting control settings:  

50.36(c)(1)(i)(A): Safety limits for nuclear reactors are limits 
upon important process variables that are found to be 
necessary to reasonably protect the integrity of certain 
physical barriers that guard against the uncontrolled release 
of radioactivity. If any safety limit is exceeded, the reactor 
must be shut down. 
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Regulatory Basis (cont’d)
10 CFR50.36(c)(1)(ii)(A):  Limiting safety system 
settings for nuclear reactors are settings for 
automatic protective devices related to those 
variables having significant safety functions.   

Where a limiting safety system setting is specified for a 
variable on which a safety limit has been placed, the 
setting must be so chosen that automatic protective 
action will correct the abnormal situation before a 
safety limit is exceeded. If, during operation, it is 
determined that the automatic safety system does not 
function as required, the licensee shall take appropriate 
action, which may include shutting down the reactor.
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Regulatory Basis (cont’d)
10 CFR 50.36(c)(3) states: 

Surveillance Requirements are requirements 
relating to test, calibration, or inspection to 
assure that the necessary quality of systems and 
components is maintained, that facility 
operation will be within safety limits, and that 
the limiting conditions for operation will be met.
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Regulatory Basis (cont’d)
Related Requirements:

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 13 states that Instrumentation
shall be provided to monitor variables and systems over their 
anticipated ranges for normal operation, for anticipated 
operational occurrences, and for accident conditions as 
appropriate to assure adequate safety, including those 
variables and systems that can affect the fission process, the 
integrity of the reactor core, the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary, and the containment and its associated systems. 

Appropriate controls shall be provided to maintain these 
variables and systems within prescribed operating ranges.
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Regulatory Basis (cont’d)
Related Requirements:

10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 20 states that the 
protection system shall be designed (1) to initiate 
automatically the operation of appropriate systems 
including the reactivity control systems, to assure 
that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not 
exceeded as a result of anticipated operational 
occurrences and (2) to sense accident conditions 
and to initiate the operation of systems and 
components important to safety.
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Regulatory Basis (cont’d)
Related Requirements:
10 CFR 50.55a(h) Standards Incorporated by Reference:

IEEE 279-1971 Section 3 (Design Basis) states that the design basis of  
protection systems shall document:

(5) the margin between each operational limit and the level considered to mark     
the onset of unsafe conditions

(6) the levels that when reached will require protective action;

(7) the range of transient and steady-state conditions of both the energy supply 
and the environment (for example. voltage, frequency, temperature. humidity, 
pressure, vibration, (etc.) during normal, abnormal, and accident circumstances 
throughout which the system must perform

(9) minimum performance requirements, including . . . b) system accuracies

11



Regulatory Basis (cont’d)

Related Requirements:
10 CFR 50.55a(h) Standards Incorporated by Reference:
IEEE 603-1991 Section 6.8 (Setpoints) states: 

The allowance for uncertainties between the process 
analytical limit and the device setpoint shall be 
determined using a documented methodology.  

12



Key Terms & Scope of RG 1.105
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Source: ANSI/ISA Standard 67.04.01-2018

Scope 
of RG 
1.105

Scope of 
Safety 
Analysis



Calibration vs. Operating Conditions
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Source: ANSI/ISA Standard 67.04.01-2018

Operating 
Conditions:

Allowance for 
Channel 
Performance 
Uncertainties 
that are not 
observable 
during 
calibration

Calibration
Conditions:

Channel 
Performance 
Monitoring 
during TS 
Surveillances 
to Observe 
whether the 
Channel is 
within As-
Found Limits 
and is reset to 
within As-Left 
limits.



Historical (Pre-2006) Tech Spec Model
Safety Limit
Analytical Limit

Total Loop 
Uncertainty

T.S. Allowable Value

T.S. Limiting Trip Setpoint

As-Found Procedural Limit
Procedural Setting
Tolerance Nominal Trip Setpoint
(As-Left Band)

This is the model addressed in RG 1.105 Rev. 3 (1999)
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RIS 2006-17/TSTF-493 Model
Safety Limit
Analytical Limit

Total Loop 
Uncertainty
Allowance T.S. Allowable Value

T.S. Limiting Trip Setpoint
As-Found (Upper Limit)

Setting Tolerance Nominal Trip Setpoint
(As-Left Tolerance)

As-Found (Lower Limit)
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4 Key Concepts Evaluated for 
Adoption in RG 1.105 Rev 4

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
Full Committee Meeting
NRC Staff Presentation

February 3, 2021
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Key Concepts Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4
1 Allowance for Instrument Channel Drift
2 Acceptance criterion for estimates of individual error 

terms used in determining Total Channel Uncertainty 
using the 95/95 tolerance interval

3 Acceptance Criterion for the portion of Total Channel 
Uncertainty tolerance interval to be placed between 
the Analytical Limit (AL) and the Limiting Trip Setpoint 
(LTSP)

4 Method for establishing meaningful limits for As-
Found Tolerances used for performance test 
acceptance criteria 

18



Key Issues Re-Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4

1. Allowance for Instrument Channel Drift

19



Estimating Allowances for Instrument Drift
It is difficult to accurately characterize instrument drift 
using a globally applied rule-of-thumb or fixed method.

• Highly dependent on design of the instrument, the specific 
application, and other factors.

• Best way to account for drift allowance is to use historical “as-
found” and “as-left” drift data, when available, for each 
application, rather than globally applied rubrics for estimating.

• If no As-left and As-Found data is available, estimate using Mfr.-
specified drift characteristic, along with engineering judgment 
based on the performance of similar equipment.

20



Estimating Allowances for Instrument Drift
Industry Recommended Practice provides examples of estimating 
the magnitude of drift, based on a vendor-specified 1% of 
calibrated span per 6-month surveillance interval:

Linear extrapolation:
4 x 1% = 4% over 24 months.

SRSS extrapolation:  
SRSS (1%, 1% 1%, 1%) = 2% over 24 months. 

Caution needs to be used to prevent establishing As-Found 
Tolerance Limits that include an overly conservative estimate 
of drift.  This is because it could result in masking an adverse-
performing instrument.

21



EPRI Instrument Drift Studies
Example:  Instrument Drift Study for Ontario Hydro Bruce Nuclear Generating 
Station  EPRI TR-111348  (1998)

• Shows that it is difficult to make global conclusions regarding Mfr./Model 
Number performance regarding the magnitude of drift for transmitters and 
other instruments.

• Shows that active devices like transmitters in the field exhibit more drift on 
average than devices in controlled environments (e.g., signal converters, 
bistables, indicators).

• Transmitter drift appears to be dependent on Mfr./Model, but also on Range 
Code and specific application, because the design features for different range 
codes have characteristics that influence the degree to which drift affects the 
operation, and process dynamics and hydraulics also influence drift 
magnitude.

• Also shows that drift data captured for multiple instrument models and 
ranges, over a high number of manufacturer specified drift intervals does not 
exhibit characteristic performance like the algebraic addition of drift/interval 
would predict. 
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EPRI Instrument Drift Studies

23
Source:  EPRI TR-111348 (1998) Appendix B



EPRI Instrument Drift Studies
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Source:  EPRI TR-111348 (1998) Appendix B



EPRI Instrument Drift Studies

25
Source:  EPRI TR-111348 (1998) Appendix B



Conclusions Regarding Drift Allowance
Total Channel Uncertainty
• When accounting for drift while estimating Total Channel 

Uncertainty, it is better to have a tendency to 
overestimate, within reason, to ensure that adequate 
margin exists between the LTSP and AL to enable 
automatic protective actions occur before the AL is 
reached.

As-Found Tolerance Interval
• When accounting for drift while estimating appropriate 

limits for As-Found Tolerance, it is better to have a 
tendency to underestimate, within reason, to ensure that 
an As-Found Tolerance Limit set too wide does not mask 
the adverse performance of a component or channel.
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Other Evidence Regarding Drift Allowance

Drift Data from Online Monitoring Studies:
Preliminary reviews by the staff of information 
contained in Online Monitoring pilot program 
reports indicates that over long periods (e.g., 8 
years) the deviation over time of pressure and 
differential pressure based transmitters is  
random in direction and minimal in magnitude.

27



Key Concepts Re-Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4

2. Tolerance Interval Estimation
Acceptance Criterion

28



Tolerance Interval Estimation
The magnitude of an Instrument Channel Uncertainty term is 

determined using Tolerance Intervals, rather than  
Confidence Intervals.

• One uses a Confidence Interval to predict the mean value 
of a distribution (like a population mean) with a certain 
confidence level.  It describes the likely location for the 
mean of a population among its distribution.

• A Tolerance Interval is used to determine the endpoints of 
a population distribution encompassing a specified 
proportion of the population, at a given confidence level. A 
tolerance interval has a minimum value and a maximum 
value. These endpoints are called tolerance limits.
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Tolerance vs. Confidence Intervals 

30

Source:  https://statisticshowto.com

https://statisticshowto.com/


Tolerance Intervals
Endpoints of a 2-sided tolerance interval are 
determined by:

Ῡ ± kS, 
where Ῡ is the mean, S is the sample standard 
deviation, and k represents the tolerance limit 
factor.  This factor is based on:
• sample size (n)
• desired proportion (∏) of the population to be 

contained within the tolerance interval, and
• desired confidence level (γ) in percent.
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95/95 Acceptance Criteria 
The section of NUREG-1475 pertaining to the 
use of tolerance intervals states1:

“The 95/95 specification is the most common 
specification for tolerance intervals at the NRC.  It is 
usually regarded as the default tolerance interval 
specification.”

1 NUREG-1475, Section 9.12, page 184
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Key Concepts Re-Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4

3. Reasonable Acceptance Criterion for 
Allowance for Total Channel Uncertainty 
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Channel Uncertainty Allowance
• Long-standing debated issue:  What is a reasonable acceptance 

criterion for allowance of total channel uncertainty to be accounted 
for between the Analytical Limit and Limiting Trip Setpoint?

• Factors Considered:  
– Rev. 2 of RG 1.105 stated that for estimates of error components, “95% 

of the data points will be bounded by the value selected.”
– Rev. 3 states that “the 95/95 tolerance limit is an acceptable criterion for 

uncertainties.  That is, there is a 95% probability that the constructed 
limits contain 95% of the population of interest for the surveillance 
interval selected.”

– Licensees have implemented both licensee-specific and NSSS vendor-
specific methodologies that have been approved by the NRC staff.  These 
various methodologies have used both one-tailed and two-tailed 
uncertainty distributions when combining uncertainty terms.
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Important to Avoid Overestimating
Total Channel Uncertainty and Tolerance Limits

Analytical Limit

Limiting Trip Setpoint
+As-Found Tolerance Limit

Nominal Trip Setpoint
-As-Found Tolerance Limit

Limit of Normal Operating 
Range

35

Spurious Trip 
Avoidance 
Margin

Total Channel 
Uncertainty 
plus Margin 
between LTSP 
and NTSP

Total Channel 
Uncertainty



One-Tailed vs. Two-Tailed Probability of Trip Illustration 
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Analytical Limit Limit of Normal 
Operating Range

95%

97.5%

Spurious 
Trip 
Avoidance 
Range

LTSP1

LTSP2

Direction of Process Transient or AOO

5%

2.5%



Key Concepts Re-Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4

4. Criterion for Establishing As-Found Tolerance 
Limits
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Key Concepts Re-Evaluated for RG 1.105 Rev 4
4. Criterion for Establishing As-Found Tolerance (AFT) Limits
• From 2003 through 2006, the industry and the staff worked 

together to develop guidance for establishing acceptance criteria 
for As-Found Tolerance (AFT) Limits.

• The bi-directional AFT  is used as a benchmark for determining 
whether an instrument channel is “functioning as required” during 
Tech Spec Surveillances. 

• Staff issued RIS 2006-17, and worked with industry to develop TSTF-
493 to provide guidance for adopting this concept as a more 
meaningful acceptance limit than the uni-directional Allowable 
Value.

• Based on staff observations of industry adoption of the guidance in 
RIS 2006-17 and TSTF-493, the staff endorsed the ISA Standard’s 
approach to establishing and applying the As-Found Tolerance 
Limits as acceptance criteria for determining whether an 
instrument channel appears to be functioning as required during a 
Technical Specification Surveillance.
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ANSI/ISA 67.04.01

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 
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NRC Staff Presentation

February 3, 2021



Industry Consensus Standard
Revised several times, as needed:
• Address technical concerns in response to  

identified performance maintenance issues 
identified by the NRC staff

• Also revised to address concerns raised during 
inspections of plant activities related to 
instrument maintenance and design control 
(via system-based instrumentation and control 
inspections [SBICIs]) 
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Latest Update to ANSI/ISA 67.04.01
Beginning in 2016, the ISA S67.04 Committee initiated work to 

update ANSI/ISA Std. 67.04.01 and associated areas within ISA 
Recommended Practice ISA RP 67.04.02:

• Definitions – Improved definitions based on TSTF-493, Rev 4, RIS-2006-17, 
and NRC updated Regulatory Guide 1.105/DG-1141

• 95/95 – Improved guidance on the development of component 
uncertainty data and analysis techniques for applying tolerance intervals 
at 95% probability/95% confidence within total channel uncertainty 
calculations

• Improved guidance for addressing Technical Specification requirements 
reflecting changes based on criteria within TSTF-493 and RIS 2006-17  

• NRC input from updates in the proposed revision to RG 1.105 (DG-1141) 
and Branch Technical Position BTP-7-12 revision process.

• Improved guidance based on methods and conclusions within several 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) reports on instrument calibration 
surveillance interval extensions, instrument drift studies.
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Latest Update to ANSI/ISA 67.04.01
Beginning in 2016, the ISA S67.04 Committee initiated work to 

update ANSI/ISA Std. 67.04.01 and associated areas within ISA 
Recommended Practice ISA RP 67.04.02 as shown below:

• Definitions – Improved definitions based on TSTF-493, Rev 4, RIS-2006-17, and 
NRC updated Regulatory Guide 1.105/DG-1141

• 95/95 – Improved guidance on the development of component uncertainty data 
and analysis techniques for applying tolerance intervals at 95% probability/95% 
confidence within total channel uncertainty calculations

• Improved guidance for addressing Technical Specification requirements reflecting 
changes based on criteria within TSTF-493 and RIS 2006-17  

• NRC input from updates in the Regulatory Guide 1.105 (Reference 5) and Branch
Technical Position BTP-7-12 (Reference 6) revision process.

• Improved guidance based on methods and conclusions within several Electric 
Power Research Institute (EPRI) reports on instrument calibration surveillance 
interval extensions, instrument drift studies .
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Update to ANSI/ISA 67.04.01 (cont’d)
The ISA Committee members discussed concepts where the 
committee disagreed with the NRC staff’s positions in DG-1141.
• Initially, the Committee felt the stipulation of 95/95 for tolerance 

interval estimation was too restrictive, plus there were many 
uncertainties where there is usually not enough data to support 
95/95.  But the committee saw the utility of standardizing, and 
elected to adopt 95/95 with caveats.

• The Committee did not want to specify 97.5% probability of 
exceeding the AL.  Deemed overly and unnecessarily conservative 
for many reactor types.  Settled on 95%, with acknowledgement 
that when the reactor type allows a  97.5% margin, the 
expectations of the standard may be exceeded.  95% probability is 
the bare minimum.

• The Committee disagreed with the staff’s stipulating in DG-1141 
that an algebraic addition of vendor specified drift per each interval 
is warranted.  Doesn’t reflect repeated observed performance. 
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Purpose 
• Regulatory:   To provide one acceptable way for 

applicants to meet current regulatory requirements 
and staff concerns identified in RIS 2006-17

• Organizationally:  To consolidate, into one definitive 
document, guidance addressing the regulatory and 
industry standard “tweaks” that have been taking place 
since the last version of RG 1.105 was issued 21 years 
ago. 

Customer/Stakeholder Focus: New applications for 
reactors and possible voluntary adoption by licensees of 
currently operating reactors.
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Goals for Use
• To produce guidance that achieves alignment 

among stakeholders in the nuclear industry, 
including plant operators, consultants/architect-
engineers, instrument vendors, and government 
stakeholders, regarding NRC staff positions.  

• Specifically, to provide clear NRC staff positions on 
acceptable ways, using appropriate science and 
state-of-the-art methods for establishing and 
maintaining safety related setpoints, to meet 
regulatory requirements associated with plant 
technical specifications and the design of safety 
systems.
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Status and Next Steps

47

RG 1.105 Revision 4:
• Was issued for 30-day public comment period 

ending on 9/14/20
• 24 comment submissions received

– 28 total comments were addressed by staff
– Minor editorial changes, but no significant changes were made  

• No Legal Objection (NLO) received 01/07/2021
• Final RG package is ready for ACRS FC review
• Staff to respond to ACRS feedback -- 02/2021
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Questions
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Acronyms
ACRS Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards 

AL Analytical Limit

ANSI American National Standards Institute

ANS American Nuclear Society

AV Allowable Value

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

DE Office of Research, Division of Engineering

DG Draft Guide

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

GDC General Design Criteria (Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50)

I&C Instrumentation & Controls

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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Acronyms
ISA International Society of Automation

LER Licensee Event Report

LTSP Limiting Trip Setpoint

LSD Least Significant Digit

LSSS Limiting Safety System Settings 

NPP Nuclear Power Plant

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NTSP Nominal Trip Setpoint

RES Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

RIS Regulatory Issue Summary

RG Regulatory Guide

RGGIB Regulatory Guidance and Generic Issues Branch
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Acronyms
RP Recommended Practice

RTD Resistance Temperature Detector

SL Safety Limit

SRSS Square Root of Sum of Squares

SBICI System-Based Instrumentation and Control Inspections 

TR Technical Report

TS Technical Specification

TSP Trip Setpoint

TSTF Technical Specifications Task Force
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Safety Related Setpoints
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Industry Consensus Standard
ANSI/ISA 67.04.01 “Setpoints for Nuclear Safety-Related 
Instrumentation”:
• Sets forth the framework for identifying, estimating, and 

combining uncertainties occurring within safety related 
instrument channels to ensure the selected setpoint has 
sufficient margin to enable the automatic protective 
action to correct the most severe abnormal situation 
anticipated before a safety limit is exceeded.

• Is recognized not only in the US nuclear industry, but 
also is recognized or referenced by nuclear regulators, 
nuclear vendors, and international standards bodies 
around the world.   
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Industry Consensus Standard
• Instrument Setpoint determination was identified as a topic for 

consideration by the ISA Nuclear Standards Committee in the mid-
1970s and was developed into ISA Standard 67.04.

• Purpose was to address concerns that in the 1970s and 1980s, 
excessive drift of an instrument channel setpoint resulted in 
performance of the channel outside its required technical 
specification (TS) limits, contributing to a significant number of 
Licensee Event Reports (LERs) to be written.  

– In some cases, the setpoint selected was numerically equal to the TS 
limit, leaving no apparent margin for uncertainties.  

– In other cases, setpoint drift placed the setpoint beyond the 
instrument range, jeopardizing the capability of the trip function.
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Update to ANSI/ISA 67.04.01 (cont’d)
Ultimately, the revision to ANSI/ISA Standard 
67.04.01 was completed in 2018, and approved 
unanimously by the voting members for forwarding 
to the ISA Standards and Practices (S&P) Board.  
• The S&P Board approved the document in 

November 2018, and ANSI recorded the standard 
in December, 2018.

• ANSI announced availability for public review 
• ISA made the document publicly available in 

January 2019. 
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Industry Consensus Standard Content
• Key Definitions 
• Establishment of setpoints 
• Framework--Safety limits, Analytical limits, Trip setpoints
• Relationships among Setpoint Terms
• Determining Total Loop Uncertainty 
• Combining uncertainties
• Performance test scope and test acceptance criteria
• Documentation requirements
• Maintenance of safety-related setpoints
• Testing 
• Evaluation of Replacement components
• References—Normative and Informative 
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Industry Recommended Practice Guidance
• In 1994, the ISA Nuclear Standards Committee published its 

first version of a guidance document, ISA-RP67.04 Part II, 
“Methodologies for the Determination of Setpoints for 
Nuclear Safety Related Instrumentation.” 

• Since then, it is renumbered as ISA-RP67.04.02
• This recommended practice document presents guidelines 

and examples of methods deemed acceptable for 
performing various aspects of instrument channel setpoint 
analyses, using the framework of ISA Std. 67.04.01

• Subject to periodic review
• Currently under revision to address topics requiring 

updated guidance and clarification, including issues raised 
by the NRC staff.
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ISA Recommended Practice 67.04.02 Topics
Topical Coverage (not all-inclusive)
• Understanding how a channel operates in service and when under calibration
• Identifying design parameters and sources of uncertainty
• Setting up uncertainty calculations
• Obtaining and evaluating appropriate sources of data
• Calculating total uncertainty
• Establishing LTSPs, NTSPs, and Allowable Values
• Use of single-sided population distributions for establishing tolerance intervals
• Documentation of setpoint design basis information
• Vessel reference leg ambient temperature effects
• Flow measurement accuracy
• Insulation Resistance effects
• Evaluation of plant as-found and as-left data
• RTD Accuracy confirmation
• Digital Signal Processing uncertainties
• Understanding statistical analysis
• Effects of propagation of uncertainties
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Background
• DG-1141

– References the 2006 version of ISA 67.04.01 (reaffirmed in 2011)
– Includes extensive technical detail (33 pages)

• Adequate treatment of the concerns raised in the nonconcurrence
– Concurred by all parties, released for public comment
– Comments received, responses developed, draft modified accordingly

• All efforts terminated with draft and responses mostly through concurrence

• DG-1363
– References the 2018 version of ISA 67.04.01

• 2018 version incorporates many but not all of the technical details in DG-1141
– Endorses the standard without clarification or exception
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Specific Areas of Concern
• Interpretation of the 95/95 criterion

– Tacit acceptance of the long-debated “Single-Sided Setpoints”
– Increases the probability of operation in an unanalyzed condition

• Temporal extrapolation of time-related uncertainties
– Inadequate guidance in the determination of the allowance for drift
– Affects the adequacy of the channel uncertainty estimate
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Terminology

4

fixed random

Setpoint StPt where the channel is believed to trip 

Actual 
Trippoint ATP where the channel actually does trip 

Error The difference between StPt and ATP 

AsFound AsF Setpoint as measured at the start calibration 

AsLeft AsL Setpoint as measured at the end of calibration 

Deviation Amount by which the measured setpoint has changed 
since the previous calibration 

Drift Amount by which calibration changes over time 
without consideration of any other influence n/a n/a

Limiting 
Setpoint LSP Limiting Value for AsL, to be incorporated into 

Technical Specifications 

Nominal 
Setpoint NSP Target value for AsL 



Increased Likelihood of Unanalyzed Operation
• ATP cannot be known

– ATP can only be characterized statistically
– The probability of ATP in excess of AL can never be zero

• LSP affects the probability of ATP in excess of Analytical Limit (AL)
– Effectiveness of LSP depends upon adherence to 95/95

(among other things)
– Failure to meet 95/95 increases likelihood of nonconservative ATP
– Nonconservative ATP means ATP in excess of the Analytical Limit

• If ATP is beyond AL, the plant could be in an unanalyzed condition
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Actual TripPoint
• Presumed Gaussian about

AsLeft setting + bias
• AsLeft setting is assumed 

to be at the limiting value
• 95/95 says 5% of ATP

are beyond 1.96 standard 
deviations from the mean

– Half are conservative
– Only 2½% of ATP are 

nonconservative
• Success probability is 

therefore 97½%
• DG-1363 accepts 95%
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Increased Probability of Failure to Operate
• Successful operation:

– The safety function is successfully initiated, and
– the actual value of the process variable does not exceed AL.
Therefore: Analyzed conditions are not exceeded.

• Nearly 8⨯increase in failure rate
if nonconservative ATP probability is 5% rather than 2½%
– for two out of four voting in the actuation system
– assuming accurate estimate of all standard deviations
– Ignoring hardware failures

• 7⨯ increase if I&C and equipment unavailability is 10-3

• 1.7⨯ increase if I&C and equipment unavailability is 10-2

(From informal 95/95 and SSS analysis, ML19239a261)
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Assessing Setpoint Deviation
• AsF is measured at the beginning of calibration.
• Deviation from the previous calibration is assessed

– For assessing channel health, deviation in the conservative direction is 
just as important as deviation in the nonconservative direction

– Reference value for deviation assessment: NSP or pAsL
• If NSP, the difference between NSP and pAsL could partly mask deviation

– Chronic vs acute deviation:
• AsF “slightly” in excess of the limit is to be expected occasionally
• AsF “significantly” in excess of the limit should be rare
• Excessive deviation more often than expected would be cause for concern

NOTE: Deviation includes drift, but is also affected by other factors.
8



Temporal Extrapolation of the Allowance for Drift
• Drift is sometimes confused with deviation

– Deviation includes drift and other effects
– Drift can be measured only under laboratory conditions

• Drift is typically specified for an arbitrary time period that is 
shorter than the actual period between instrument checks

• Drift allowance is x% per y months
• Expected operation is z months, z>y
• Drift allowance for z months =???
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Temporal Extrapolation
• DG-1363 defers to the standard
• The standard endorses an “As Found As Left “analysis (AFAL) 

described in a “Recommended Practice” document that is not 
endorsed by the NRC
– The Recommended Practice recognizes that AFAL addresses deviation 

rather than drift
• DG-1363 explicitly cites the section in the standard that cites the 

AFAL analysis
– Tacit endorsement of part of the recommended practice?
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Temporal Extrapolation (continued)
• DG-1363 mentions but does not preclude the use of Square-Root of 

the Sum of the Squares (SRSS) to extrapolate drift over multiple 
specification intervals
– SRSS result would be affected by the length of the specification interval

• The length of the specification interval is arbitrary
• More or fewer specification intervals per surveillance interval – it depends…

– For example
• Specification interval = ½ surveillance interval, spec interval drift = d:

– SRSS Drift over the surveillance interval: SRSS(d,d)=1.4d
– Linear drift over the surveillance interval: 2d

• Specification interval = ¼ surveillance interval, spec interval drift = d/2:
– Drift over the surveillance interval: SRSS(d/2, d/2, d/2, d/2)=d
– Linear drift over the surveillance interval: 2d
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Conclusions
• Acceptance of “Single-Sided Setpoints”

(95% probability of trip at AL)
– results in a significant increase in the probability of operation in an 

unanalyzed condition
• The provisions for temporal extrapolation

– can produce arbitrary results, and
– defer in part to a portion of an unendorsed “recommended practice”
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